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The problem this thesis addresses is the lack of current compu ter applica tions which 
allow 3D graphical visualizalion and mampulation of abstract control measures during 
military planning. 3D depic tion of a battle plan is needed to reduce ambiguity in planning 
anti provide a clearer depiction of a commander' s actual intent. 
The approach taken was to build a networked Virtual Environment Sand Table. The 
system was buill using NPS"II..'ET for 3D visualization and manipulation of contro l measures 
and ModSAF tor the management of the measures 
The resul t of th is thesis was the implementation ofa Virtual Environment Sand Table 
in NPS NET. The system enables the creation and manipulation of control measures in a 
networked 3D Virtual Environment. The system provides intuitive visualizati on of control 
measures overlaid on Virtual Terrain. lncorporaling lhese feature s into a planning tool ill 
a Virtual Environment makes battle planning more effective and increases sitllational 
awareness by allowing expression and depiction of abstJact concepts and ideas ill a shared 
medium. 
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As the technology of virtual environments matures, the areas in which virtual 
environments can be used as a paradigm to solve real world problems are also emerging 
However. the use of virtual environments should not be seen as a panacea for solvi ng aJl 
problems and the virtual environment solution should not be "shoehorned" into 
inappropriate problems. The user of a virtual environment should not be encumbered by 
the solution, rather the paradigm should cnh:l.ncc and ease the task at hand. A problem 
which meets these criteria is that of planning military operations. The military has 
successfull y used virtual environments in simulation for training. However. there cxjSts 
fu rther potential in virtual environmentS to be exploited by the mi litary in the art~a of 
abstract visuali zation 
The military has long embraced the use of simulation in trai ni ng. Military aviators 
have utilized sophisticated, albeit expens ive, simulators as an integral pall ot their training 
Tank simu\;ltors have 21so been used successfully as a key component in crew naining . 
These env ironments allow the simulation of situations too dangerous or too costly to be 
pl: rformed in Ihe real world. These include airborne emergencies and live fire r.ac licJI 
e;>;erl:ises. These scenarios' goals are 10 closely simulate what would OCCUI in the real 
world, LO in essence make the operator feel as if he is really in the simulated situation by 
making the effects and stimuli of the simulation lifelike. Much of the dfon in these 
simuiJtion s has \)een to create a believable fidelity of the real world. In aircraft simulators, 
this has im;luded actually building physical mock-ups of cockpits and flight instruments 
The other side of this effort has ocen to create high fidelity displays for the users of 
simulations to visualize the external world. The worth of such simu latio ns is indispUlable 
Aircrew call respond 10 emergencies using correct procedures because they have been in 
that situation before - in the simulator. Tank crews can successfully target and destroy 
enemy armor because they too have already been in that situation - in the simulator. In botb 
cases. operators have alI'eady gained the experience nerded to handle the difficult situ;)!ion. 
Also to be noted is that while both oCthese situations can be practicrd in the physical world. 
the ~im\llator or virtual environment provides the means to practice the ta~k more safely or 
more cheaply. 
As grap hics technology has progressed. a great deal of research has been put into thr 
fidelity of the graphics scene. The efforts have included crcating n:alistic terrain displays. 
realistic lighting, high fidelity image ~ynthesis and environmental efCect~. These efforts 
have in turn produced so ftware and hardware with performance commensurate to rendering 
at the nceded polygon rates wittl robust image synthesis. Stereoscopic displays and 
immersive technologies such as head mounted displays and CAVE displays further 
increase the believability of simulation displays. A common goal of many of these research 
efforts is to crcate displays in which there is a suspension of belief by the user, that is, the 
fidelity of the display allows the user to concentrate on simulated tasks or experiences 
rather than on the display itself. 
Further efforts to enhance realism include physically-based modeling to create correct 
object behavior. Research is also investigating mooeli ng and efficient representation oft.he 
physical world. Efforts also include exploring channels other than the visual channel, 
including auditory effects, speech input and haptic intelfaces. Virtual environment research 
has capitalized on advances in these areas and is enjoying more success in prrsenting 
increasing fidelity of the physical world in the virtual world. The entertainment industry 
has also benefItted from this progress with low-end virtual environments beginning to 
become affordable for home and personal usc. However, as efforts to cn:ale increasingly 
realistic virtual environments procerd, efforts on finding what we want to represent with 
this bOlilHy of fidelity mUSt also be consideTed. With virtual rnvironments Ihe success of 
simulation can ano should be extended. but efforts should not be limited to all extension and 
improvement of these simu l at ion~ and virtual worlds. Rather, the paradigm of virtual 
en vironments should be considered to solve ~ set of problems for which no other tools have 
exi~ted. Virtual environments offer us a new way to think and allow us to expreS$ and 
di splay ahstract and unseen thoughts 
Ahstract visualization is a trrm trying to rncompass many of the charactnisti(;s of 
"ICicIIlljic visualization, while also try ing to broaden the areas of coverage. Tht". Nat ional 
Research Council ' s report on Virtual Reality points out, "VE technology is a natural mat(;h 
for the analysis of complex. time varying datasets. SciclIlijic visualization requir(Os the 
info rmative display ofabSlfact quantit ies and concepts. rather than the realistic presentation 
of obJrcts in the real world [NRC95] . This 3tatemerll is usually associated with dat.a of a 
scit".mific naturr or as tile report also states. "Scientific visualization I.MCC087J is thr usc 
of computer graphics 10 create visual images that aid in the underqanding of complex, often 
massive, numerical representations of ~cientific concepts or resu lts" l'hese methods of 
pre~entillg information can be extended beyond only s(ien lific concepts into other areas 
exhibit ing data with abstract, complex characteristics. \'fi li tary operations present many 
suc h problems. Problems with large complex representations, lilTlC varying da tasets and 
abstract concepts. 
Rather than being limi ted to presellting what would occur in the real world or an 
imaginary world. the virtual environment can provide an enhanced or augmented view of 
thrse worlds. While simulations providr the rncans to carry out operations too costly or too 
dangerous to perform in the real world, or to create totally imaginary worlds, virt ual 
environments additionally provide the means for augmented capabilities which are 
physically impossihle in the real world. This should not be confused with, for example. ~ 
monster in a virtual enVi.lOll lllern game which, while phySically impossihle , is still a worlo 
view of an entity or physical obtect. Rather. the potential which shoul d be recognized is 
how the flow of thoughts and ideas can he greatly improvect with the 1001 of virtual 
An (".xample ot such vi~lIal i zati on of normally unseen t".ntit ies is TmcklUr, which 
enables view ing fluid flow ing over a vortex Th is effort produced an lmmenive 
Environment which allowed a viewer to track a turbulent flow I BANK95l While in this 
case a turhulent now physically exists, the virtual environment allows the visuii li;>:ation of 
the turbulence. Perhaps even more significant is the uniq ue way in which this visualization 
enables the viewer to cO[l{;epWalize the turhu1ence in a manner which no other medium 
could provide. Similar efforts by NASA with virtual wind tunnels exploit the virtual 
environment paradigm to visualize air flow over surfaces [BRYS 91), III both cases the 
virtual env ironment provides a radically new method to evaluate voluminous amounts of 
data. 
Another area which can use the unique advantages of the virtual enviroTlTnent is that of 
mi litary planning. The effort in solving military planning problems differs from previous 
simulations and virtual battlefields in that the emphasis is less on presenting high fidelity 
rendering of players, terrain and bui ldings and more on visualizing abstract concept~ of the 
battle and the great amount of data the battlefield produces. The focus is less on game play 
and more on visualizing concepts which previously were seen only ill the minds of the 
participants. This effort to bring out the intangibles of planning and viewing the battlefield 
is not new. Maps with terrain features have been used with overlays of illustrative symbols 
These symbols depict various control measures and the units on the battlefield. Since these 
overlays give only a 20 depiction of the battlefield, they do little to visualize the balliefield, 
battle plan and the actull l flow of battle. Participants viewing such an overlay each have 
their own interpretation of how the depicted symbolS will translate inl0 movement and flow 
in the real world. Participants also have to interpret mapped lerrain inlO the 3D features 
which rruly comprise the terrllin. The result is 11 set of intangibles based on interpretation. 
with varying degrees of commonality in the perceptions. 
To create a common conceptualization and visualization of a battlefield, planners have 
taken the 20 overlays and bui lt 3D physical models. Military planner.~ have long utilized 
Sand Tables 10 accomplish (his. Sand Tabks are detailed models, li lerally buill from sami, 
which depict the terrain features of an area of interest. Onto these terrain models lines are 
placed to represent the various control measures of a plan Physical models of units 
involved in the p lan are placed on the Sand Table . The model is then manipnbted to gain 
situatio nal awareness of what the: plan wi ll look lik~. This method st ill places a great deal 
of the visualization of the plan in the panicipant's mind. Especially lacking are high 
fid elity representations of teiTain, detailed dep io..: tion of t10w and movement, and temporal 
correo..:tness of the model. '11)e plans are p laced on the Sand Table, but the actual execution 
of the plan is rather static. Further , limited viewpoint reduces terrain appreciation needed 
for situational awareness 
A Virtual Fnvironment Sand Table: has the uni4ue capability of representing these 
dynamic and intangible factors in a common visual frame of re:fereno..:e . A virtual 
environment allows users to sec control measures in relation to the terrain over which they 
were placed , something obviously unseen in th e real world. A Virtual Environment Sand 
Table would allow the user to actually see the flow of large units over high fide lity virtual 
terram. The user would he able to see variations of the plan from differelll vantage points 
on and above the terrai n. Timing considnations !.:ould be: viewed dire!.:tly. Planners· 
understanding of the geometry of plans would be increased. Line of sight. cover and 
!.:oncealment issues wuld be directly visuali7ed and examinoo. AdditionaUy, the strides 
already made by virtua l environments in model representation and atmospheric conditions 
would enhance the visualization. Perhaps most significant would be the ability to bring 
ideas from planners into a !.:omlTIon forum. Decreased variano..:e in interpretations would 
present iess interference and informat ion e:o;change wOlild be enhanced. Lastly, an 
implementation of a Virtu,,1 Environment Sand T"ble could be pla(;ed ovcr existing vir tual 
environments enabling players or lo w level units to conduct an exercise while actually 
seei ng the control and planning measures. Their feedback !.:ould provide planners with 
additional insight and playt'Ts with enhanced situational awareness and understandin g of 
the dynamics of the overall plan . 
B. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
The purpose of th is thesis is to use a virtual environme nt to examim.·. the visualization 
of intangible, abstrat:t and unseen factors in a Sand Table planning problem. Emphasis is 
on creating a unique depiction of these factors to enhance situational awareness of planners. 
Control measures and lraditional Sand Table techniques arc presented in the virtual 
environment. Control measures t:an be plat:ed on terrain models giving enhanced terrain 
appreciation of measure placement. Plans may be constructed. executE-Ai and viewed over 
virtua l terrain 
Units are represented as icons on the Virtual EnvirOTl ment Sand Table. Emphasis is on 
depicting thc flow of units on the battle field. Temporal aspects of control measures and 
timing aspects of moving en tities are visualized , giving planners greater understanding of 
the dynamics of the plan . Planners are able to take virtual tours of the battlefield increasing 
their understanding of the geometry of the plan. °lbey are ablc to view the plan as a whole 
from a ·'god's eye" view as well as tour crucial parts of the terrain to examine plan !low 
from varying viewpoints. Tours also resolve line of sight and visibility issues in a context 
where the entire plan is visualized. 
C. APPROACH 
In order to investigate and demonstrate the visualization of planning, a networked 
Virtual Environment Sand Table is construt:ted on top of thc Naval Postgraduate School's 
NPSNET. NPSNET prov idcs a rich virtual world with robust visualization of the 
battlefield and real-time distributed interat:tion in the virtual world. NPSNET provides an 
excellent platform on which to construct a Virtual Environment Sand Table. Much of the 
fu nctionality of NPSNET is retaincd and utilized to effet:tiv ely enhance the visualization 
during planlling 
The Virtual Environmen t Sandtable is dcsigned and built around the foll owing 
guidelines: 
System Requirements 
The system is design~d to run on Si licon Graphics Onyx Reality en~ine computers and 
Silicon Graphics Indigo Computers. Software is constructed using C++ and Silicon 
Graphks Performer real time development libraries. 
2. Coutrol Measure Placement 
The Virtual Envi ro nment Sand Tahle enablrs t h~ user to place standard calma] 
rneasur~s onto the terrain which depicts the plan being constructed. These measures 
incl ude boundary lines , units symbols, linear control measures, Mea control measures and 
symbols depicting battlefield flow. 
3. VieWI){lint 
The Virtual Environment Sand Table ena bles thc viewer to examine the plan from 
many different viewpoints to include a "god's eye view" as well views from positions on 
the terrain. This enables users to constl'uCl large scale plans and I.h~n visually verify the 
finer details of the plan 
4. l'll:ullliug 
T he Virtual Sandtable enables the user to build complex plans over the vinua l terrain 
and have tht: capability of executing the plan. The planning process is interactive wh ich 
allows users to exa mine and critique the plan as it is being build. During execution the plan 
is able to proc~ed at different rates allowing the user to examine the plan in progress User;; 
can also (hange the plan as it is being played in order to visualiLe planning ideas. 
5. Visuali7.atiou llnd Manipulatioll 
In additioll to usin g the visualization of NPSNET, the Virtual Environme ll t Sand Tablr 
provides the user with appealing representations of the planning tools and flow of the plan 
The placement uf the li nes is visua lly appealing and intui tive. Similarly, the manipulation 
of li nes and points is inlll itive and follow a common sense approach as to how an obj~c t 
shuil id move when it is manipulated. 
6. ModSAl' Compatibilit)' 
The Sand TabJi: is compatible with the .\1odular Semi·Automated Forces System 
which was produced by the LORAL corporation for the US. Army. The Sand Table is able 
to display and manipulate control measures created by ModSAf and ModSAF is capable 
of doing the <;ame with the Sand T abk measures. This rlXjuirement is both a backwards 
capability in that ModSAF only offers a 2D display and a utilization of ModSAF's quite 
~xtensive automated management of control measures. ModSAF will be discussed in mon: 
detail later ill Chapters nand m. 
7. Net.worked Capabilit)' with Distributed Sand Tables 
The Sand Table is able to operate on a single workstation. or work in concert with 
another workstation running a Sand Table. Objects on one Sand Table are able to be 
viewed and manipulated hy another Sand Table. T his requirement offer<; a new and 
exciting means for geographically separated units to engage in interactive planning. No 
medium has offered this capability wh ich results in the reduction of ambiguity and increase 
in coordination 
D. SUMMARY 
The virtual cnvironment enables developers to go beyond creating high fidelity 
repreSt:ntations of physil:ill and visual objects of the real and imaginary worlds. Virtual 
environments enable the user to ill:tually visualize ahstract concepts. dynamic ideas and 
physical phenomena whidl would normall y be uTiseen. This thesis uses this capability as 
a pilmdigm 10 investigate the visualilat ion of creating complex battlefield plans on a 
Virtual Env ironment Sand Table 
II. IIAC KGRQU NJ) 
A. INTRO DUCTION 
Whik abstract \·isllali.atioll is an ongoing research topic, the aIel of plarilling 
visualization is :J. nrw area of rcsc;uc h as is each new application using abs/raci 
visualization. The Sand Table is actually comprised of individual components on which 
researc h has been conducted. These components include those efforts in abstract 
'l isuafization which have explored scientific. medical, computation and data visualization 
Another area of research has been in providing interactive planning tools. Lastly, research 
has been cOllducted ill the development of large scale synthetic battlefiel ds. Each at these 
components will be briefly exami ned below with exampks of research in each area. 
B. ABSTRAC'r VISUALIZATION 
,I. Scicntifit'Visualiwlion 
Turbulence Tracking 
As mentioned in Chapter L th~ Tracktur system is an immer~ivr intnactive 3D 
system which allows researchers to visualize and analyze fluid dynamics. This effort 
produced an lmmersive Environment which allows a viewer to track a turbulcrll flow 
While in this ca~e a turbulent fl ow physically exists, the virtual environment allows the 
vi5ualization of the turbulence. Perhaps cven more significant is the unique way in wh il:h 
th is visualization enables the viewer to conceptualize the turbulence in a manner which no 
other mediulll could prov ide. The virtual en vironment provides a radi cally n~w method 10 
evaluJ!e voluminous amounts of data. The syStem visualizes gigabytes of scientific data 
generated flOrn supercomputer models. The visualization allows fluid dynamicists to 
navigatc the simulation visually, providing new insights into the flow model. [BAN K95] 
h. Vir/uul Wind Tunnel 
NASA Ames has developed a Virtual Wind TunNel to visualize Computational 
f luid Dynarnics Codes which have very large, complicated and dynamic datascts_ The 
syst~m us~s a buom mounted display from Fake Space Systems. The system enables 
scientists 10 interact with data generated from supercomputers allowi ng the user to ac tually 
sec ami interact with air flow over aircraft surfaces. The system enabled researc h which 
previously wou ld have had to be conducted by cxarninat ion in a physical wind tunnel. Th~ 
enabling power of visualizing the abstract data is apparent [I3RYS9 J J 
Molecular Synthesi~· 
Re search at the Univers ity of North Carolina has allowed chemists to manipulate 
drug molec ules in a virtual environment. Their research includes th~ use of haptic displays 
in which researchers can experie/lcr the force k rdback of molecular forces in molecular 
docking lKALA931, This exemplifies the display offactors which prior to being visualized 
in a virtual rnvironm~nt could only 1x conceptualized in a chrmist's mind . This 
underscores a charactrristic of abstract visualization in that many of the abs trac t ideas 
visualized have in fac t been visual L.:ed hrfure--in peoples' minds. Th is did not allow 
scientists to express ideas wi thout interference from personal perceptions and varying 
experience levels. This concept is a SLrong undercurrent in utiliz ing abstract visualization 
for military purposes 
d. SabOl Discard SII/dies 
A fi nal exampk of scientific visualization will illustrate a potential benefit of 
abstract visual ization. Research cunducted by ARL exami ncd Kinetic Energy penetrators 
(sabot rounds fired fro m tank cannons) to see if a sabot carrier would intrrfere with t h~ 
sabot round after firing. While a vi rtual environmt:nt was nol used, a visualization of data 
collected when firing the rounds provided inte resti ng results. A movie wa.s cn:all;d of the 
visualization showing an interaction of pre~sures as the rou nd was being fi red. The movie 
ililistratrd a pheuomena that was not known lIntil lhe visualization was produced This 
example shows how visualization can provide unexpected in sight into a problem 
2. Medical Visuali:t.atinn 
Res.:archers al lhe Grnnan Rrsearch Centrr for Computer Technology have developed 
a system to visualize ultrasound examinations of the heart. The system is also used to plan 
surgery. Medical viSllali7;ation is similar to battlefield rraining in that both physicians and 
military planners are trained to mentaJly visualize 3D information from 2D SOlJrCeS. For 
example, physicians mentally visualize x-rays and L'T images whi le military planners 
visualize maps and overlays. Both [(.'Jy heavily on training, skill and experience. The 
system provides a visualization ot the beating heart and blood t10w within the hran 
enabling better understanding of the dynamics of the heaJl. An innovative "workbench" 
display in which stereoscopic images are projected onto the surface ot a table provide~ a 
vrry realistic visualization of structure and dynamics previously unseen. [KROG94] 
Other research effor ts include visualization of pa tients' CT scans for use by 
neurosurgeons prior to operations. Visualization syslrms integratt: a srries of CT slices, 
something normally done mentally by the neurosurgeon. This allows grratcr localization 
of intracranial targets prior to the opnation. The system a lso offers features of image 
rotat ion, zoom and transl ucency fo r examinations of structures [KALA93). T hi s abilit y to 
obtain ·' impossible viewpoints" and orientations is another feature of abstract visualizatio Jl 
wllich should he s rrcss~d when used in military app licat ions 
A fi nal example of medical visualization is work cond uL:!ed by Iknry Fuchs at UNe 
l"his rffort combines a sec-through head -mounted display with ultra-sound visualization to 
allow a physic ian to ·'ser-t hrough'· a patien l in real time. This research wou ld give 
surgeons Illuch greater awan.·,ness during surgicni pr ocedures. clhi;; combination ofabSlracl 
viSllalization and augrne:nted rraJi ty could have military applications. An example would 
be a sec-through display for soldiers which would provide navigation displays suprr-
imposed on the real world 
3. Data Visualization 
Research by Xerox PARe llsing Cone Trees has enabkd the visualization of 
hierarchial infor mation structures. The efforts addr.:ss the limatation' s of human cognitive 
abilities when dealing with large scak and complex information spaces. Data spaces are 
represented as 3D cones which greatly increase the users ability to conceptua li7.e and 
understand the data. Thi s system has bttn demonsrrated using a directory in a Unix filt: 
system in which 60() directories and 10.000 fiks were visualized at one time. Also 
demonstrated was the visualization of company organizational charts. The system provides 
an impressive visualization of very complex data spaces allowing greater understanding of 
the represented space by the users of the system. [ROBE91] 
4. Abstract Visua1i7.ation in Clinical Psychology 
Researchers in Japan utili7.ed a virtual environment to implement Sandspicl, a 
t{"~hnique used in the diagnosis and treatment of autistic patients. Researchers created a 
Virtual Sand Box in which patients created landscapes which were then evaluated by 
doctors. Users of the system manipulated a wand to modify the virtual landscape. 
Placement of objects and modifications of the landscape provide visualization of abstract 
concepts and impressions. This effort also addresses some of the input and Outpul concerns 
of creating such a system. This system addresses methods on how to express ideas and 
abstract notions in a shared environment. [K.1J194J 
5. Computation Visualization 
Researchers at the Georgia Institute of Technology are using 3D visua lization to 
examine algorithms, computer programs and computations [ST AS92j. The research 
addresses new methods to examine a computer program's or process· execution using 3D 
visualization. While this dfon examines the animation of software processes rather than 
implementing a virtual environment, it illustnnes how visualization can be used as a new 
and innovative paradigm 10 solve old problems. Further, it also shows the recurring theme 
that program visualization was occuuing before--in the programmer's mind The 
visualization provides a means to manifest complicated concepts from a common 
viewpoint 
C . PLANNI NG T OOLS 
1. Interactive Design , Ana l,'sis, and Illustration of Assemblies 
Research at the Universi ty of Utilh hilS used interactive grilphical tools in the design of 
mechanical parts and assembly planning. The project enabkd rapid visuali zation of pans 
dming the drsign process. Top down and bottom up design of complex assemblies was 
made easier \-I'ith the too\. TIle tool allowed designers to explore the parts and assembly as 
the puts were being designed. Conflicts between mating parts could also be discovered 
using a natural interface [ORlS951 
2. l\iodSAF 
The LORAL corporation has deve loped the lVlodulal Semi-Automated ForCf~S System 
for the U.S. Army . In addition to providing Srmi-Automatrd Fon:es, ModSAF provides 
GUt based mission planning. Additionally, ModSAF force~ havr berTl imp lemented in the 
Naval Postgrad uate Sehool's NPS NET LM Ol-lN94j. While ModSA F provides for 
interactive mission planning and management of units. it does no! provide the visual i7ation 
of the control measures and dynamic tlow of a plan. Funher, lhe product does not allow 
the vi rtual touring oft hr 3D b~t tlefield , T he syst~m does prov ide semi autonomous forces 
which would bc', very beTleficia l during plaTlning and examining th~ dynamics of a batt le 
plan in the Virtual SandtalJle 
n, LARG E: SCALE SYNTHETIC BATTLEFIELDS 
Air Jiorce Institute of Technology Virtual Environments 
Satellite Modelf~r 
The Satellite Modeler is a virtual environment application whic h models the 
near-Earth space environment and displays sate ll ite orbits. It visualizes the spatial relations 
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between vehieles in orbit (STYT95]. This is an example of a situation in which the desired 
viewpoint is impossible to obtain physically, yet by employing a virtual environment a 
visualization is prodm;ed which greatly increases the ability to cognize the compkx 
information. 
b. Synthetic Battle Bridge 
Another virtual environment which AFlT has created is an immersivl: command 
obselVatory for viewing a large area battlefield. 'nle Synthetic Battle Bridge is a systl:rll 
dl:signed to give the battlefield commandcr greater si tuational awareness of a battle in 
progress [ROHR94] . The project visualizes atmospheric efkcts as well as radar displays 
and space displays. This project docs much to visualize the flow of the battle. The system 
provides tools which enable the user to view aggregate information about the battlefic:1d 
environment. Some of the katuTl:s inc ludl: multiple viewpoints and visual cues to identify 
actors in the virtual environrllent. These cues include transparent "buhbles", aircraft trails 
and locators which give information concerning type and motion of players on the 
hattlefield 
The goals of the Symhetic 8m{/.: Bridge and Satdliu Modeler typify the 
difficulties and also the potential of abstract visualization applications for the military. 
Both offer high degrees of comp!cx.ity in large environments with a large number of actors 
and dynamic unpredictable actions lSTYT95j. Stytz further points out a key aspect of the 
projects which is rhe fact that in both projects it is difficult to maintain a mental model of 
the environ ment. This would be true in many military applications of abstract 
visualization. Both the Synthetic Raule Bridge and the Satellite Modeler are good starting 
poi nts in the development of abstract visualization syst.ems for the military. 
2. Naval Postgraduate Schooll'\PSNET 
NPSNET is a networked . distributed simulation system which allows multiple users 10 
share the same virtual environment lBARH941. The system I:v olved from a military 
vehicle simulator into the current virtual environment. \Vhilc the system dOl:5 not employ 
abstrac t visualization jt rloes offer gn~iLt poternial as a platform on which to put an Jbstract 
visualizati on application. This is the focus of tht Virtual Environment Sanrl Table. This 
project will I:w rliSt:ussed as an examplt of the direction abstract visualization applications 
coulrl go 
E. SU MMARY 
Each of the above visualization systems quantifies and depicts unseen, vague and 
complex data visually anrl displays it in a manncr which acts as an enabling tool fOf greater 
undcrstanding of tht data. The systems offer an increased capability to the ustr, be it the 
ability to sec air flow, sec tluough a patient or sec satellites in orbit. Each of tht systems 
also rep laces a process or paradigm which placed the bmden of conceptualizing the data un 
the abil ity of people to visualize the data mentally. The emphasis here is not that people 
should not think, rather that a corrunOIl visualization should stimulate a cornman frame ot 
reference between people for the exchange of ideas. The visualization shouM be a starting 
point in the person's minds for more thought 
The major contrasts between these examples and potential military uses arc the exact 
nature of tht data being represented. Whereas the primary focus of previolls efforts has 
ocen in visualizing large numeric datasets, often generated by super computers, the 
SanspieJ, Cone Trees and design of assemblits illustratr. this is not always the case. Often 
the visual izatiOll simply Jmplifies In aspect of human perception of an idea. Further. the 
Synthetic Baull! Bridgl.' shows how the battltfitlrl can tx', visualized 
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Ill. SAND TABLE COMPONENT OVERVIEW 
A . INTRODUCTION 
Tn Older to he effective, the Sand Table system must allow tile USCI' to create t",ntitics 
such ,I S lines and points. These poiots and lines are the abstract concepts to be represented 
in the Virtual Environment and symholize the control measures of the battlefield. They arc 
also icons <l ln. ..  ady in the lexicon of mili tary planners' minds. Since these symbols arc 
already fam iliar to plan ners, the eh,mges made to them were only thost: ncc(".ssary to place 
them in a 3D world. The problem of representing the measures in the Virtual Environment 
consists of two pans. The firs! part is devt'.l oping the means to aClUillly vi5Ualiz("-, create, 
select and move the control measures 
The second aspr.ct concerns how the objects are maintained once they ale created and 
how they ale disseminated to disITihutcd Sand Tables. The maintenancc of the me~sures 
include network protocols to enablt-. other planning wor.k~tations to be ilware of plilnning 
meilSUT{~S. Protocols also enable transmitting of conITol mcasures ocing placed and the 
current placement and charactcristics of ~ll tht"". planning measures prcsem This 
maintenance is accomplished. for example, by sending a protOCOl data unit (PDU ) on the 
network to indicate a measure h~s moved, changed color 01 changed type of measure. This 
maintenance also includr.s il need for peliodic sending of a heartbt"".at message which 
includes all measun:s present 
Thc philosophy used in the design ofthc Sand Table system was to incorporate as much 
functionali ty from existing systems into the Sand Table. TIle two pans descrihcd above 
were both formidabk endeavors in themselves. However. by incorporatin g eunent 
capabilities from existing systems. the requirements for the Sand Tahle wen~ obtain(~d . The 
major systems used wefe ModSAF and NPSNET. '\lodSAF cau be used as ~ battldicJd 
planner. It allows the user to COnstnlCt plans and actually have the plans executed 
C\'lodSAF also manages abstract measures, such as points and lines, drawn on the batlleiield 
during a simulation. TIle Sand Tabk uses ModSAF to actually manage entities. In essence 
the Sand Tahle has some very hasic capahilities to maintain control measures but whenever 
possible the Sand Tab le passes the management of the control measures to ModSAF 
Similarly, an effort to create the graphical visualization of the Sand Tabk from scratch 
would have been prohibitive. 50, for the visualization and manipulation of the control 
measures NPSNET is used. NPSNET provides a rich ability to represent many terrain 
databases. NPSi\ET also provides the ability to navigate over terrain and "tour" an enti:re 
virtllal battlefield. NPSNET has the further advantage of bring written using Silicon 
Graphics' Pelformer which provides a very extensible application 
B. MonSAF OVERVIEW 
Mod5AF is comprised of both a front end and hack end system The back end of the 
system is SAFSim which is responsible for simulating units and sending ModSAF 
simulation messages to the network. 5AFSim is an extensive system to both manage 
created entities and simulate semi-automated forces. The front end is a 20 graphical usrr 
interface (GUI) at a ModSAF station which al\ows the user to control the serni -autornatrd 
forces and plan in the ModSAP environment. [SAFF93] 
L 20 O"erlay Display 
ModSAF has the capabi lity of creating a 20 CUI to represent an overlay of a 
battleplan. TIle tenn overlay is descriptive in that it originally referred to a piece of 
transparent plastic laid over a lllap of terrain onto which a battl e plan was physically drawn 
ControllTleaSllres were depicted symbolically on the plastic with control points and lines 
being drawn over the terrain on the map which represented the actual terrain. ModSAF 
USI':S this principle artd presents overlays in an OSF/Motif based interface. The Mod5AF 
GUI can be cornparcrl to the physical overlay as the Sand Table in the Vinua! Environment 
can be companxl to a physical Sand Tahle. 
rhe user can builci battleplans by selecting control measures unci pl acing them on the 
2D tt:rrain of the ModSAF overlay. The control measures are selected by choosing the 
bulton for the desired measure from the vertical menu ilar of the ModSAf' display. This 
menu har is shown in Figure I 
The GUI has the capahility of maintaining anti displaying many overlays. Mod5AF 
displays only those overlays selected hy the user; however. the user can select more than 
one overlay . Measures sent in PDUs contain information as to which overlay they bclong 
This will be discussed in the Persis tent Object PrOlocol: howevec it should be noted that 
the existence of overlays and how ModSAF displays them is important when integrating 
Lhe Sand Table system to bf'" compatible with ModSAf' 
\Vithin the ModSAF G LlI is the capabili ty to create control measures to include points. 
lines. rnindields and units. The user selects what type of measure he wishes to place on 
terrain and then uses the mouse 10 select the geographical position onto which the object 
will be placed. This is shown in Figure 2. 
Once placed the user can move the measures. be they lines, poi nts or minefields. 10 any 
location 011 the map display. The user can also select measures to change thcircolor, style . 
thickness or other attributes. A menu tor changing the atnibute-s of a point is shown in 
Figure 3. Measures placed on an overlay at a ModSAF station and any suh.';cque!lt changes 
to those measures will be displayed all all other ModSAF stations displaying the- chosen 
overlay. 
In addition to being able to place control rneaSll res, the ModSAF GUl allows for the 
placement of mili tary units onto the map. Units are also selected from the vertical menu 
bar and positioned using the mouse. The user is given a choice as to whaltype the uni t wil l 
be (e.g. M l tank unit, AH -64 helicopter unit) and the size of the unit (e.g. company, 
battalion. section). The units can then be tasked extensively for moving on routes, 
attacking enemy targets, proceeding to refueling points or orhiting, to name a vcry small 
setot"examples of tasking availahle. The types of units available and the real istic tlexi llili ly 
of tasking and execurin)l; nl.issions is very inclusive tor nl.ilitary mi,sions u.nd events likely 
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Figure 3: Control Measure Modification Menu 
on a current hattlefielo. Further, these units can be assigned rrom opposing forces ano wiJl 
execute realistic reactions against enemy forces based on real world capabilities and 
assigned missions and rules of engagement. The units behave realistically in a semi-
automated mode and are controlkAi by the mentione.tl back end of the MorlSAF simulator. 
The capabilities of ModSAF were used in NPSNET prior to the Sand Table but for a 
different purposc. In previous versions of NI'SI\'ET, MorlSAF was use-Ai to populate the 
battlefielrl with vehicle emitit:s. The entities moved realistically over the terrain anrl 
behaveo as the vehicles they representecl. The inclusion of MIXfSAF entities in the 
NPSNET battlefield proved very successful by increasing the number of vt:hicle entities 
which couM be fired upon, and fire back, when the number of human players in the Virtual 
Environment was relatively low. However, these efforts rliverge from the intent of the 
Sand Table in that the Sano Tahle's focus is Jess on game play and more on planning 
The Sand Table is an extension of the ModSAF GUI into the 3D Virtual Environment 
of NPSNET. The extension is a logical one in that the actions of creating anrlmorlifying 
control measures discussed above on the 2D GUI, are available on the Sand Table. 
However. the Sand Table i~ not on.ly an extension of the GUI, rather, it is integrmeo with 
ModSAF in that entities created on one system can be displayed and manipulateo on the 
other. Lastly, the realistic controJ and management of measures which are accomplished 
by the ModSAr back end can be exploited by the Sand Table. Key in this illlfgriltion is 
communication between YlodSAF dnd t.he Sand Table. Fllltunatrly, \100SA1' "lready has 
complete means to communicate between simulators_ This means is thr Prrsistent Obieer 
Protocol and it is whilt the S;J.nd Table uses to cOllllllunicatr with othrl Sand Tables as wfll 
as communicate with ModSAF. 
2. Persistent Object Protocol 
The Pfrsistent Ohiect (PO) Protocol is a USfr if:vd network cOlllmunication protocol 
used tor communication Ix,tween ModSAF simulators. The l",lodSAF .library is writtell ill 
the C programming langllage_ Thf specification for the, protocol is containeri in LibPO, 
Persistent Obied Library, M<xISAt' tl Software Ducumentation and \\'ill be summari7rd 
lSMIT':l3J , ModSAF refers to v..-orkstations using the PO Protocol as simulators and that 
telm will be used in this context similllily, i_c. a \vorkstation which is using the plutuo,:ol 
which lllay either lx, a ModSAF station or ~ Sand Table. \\'lunhas Ix,en rekn-ed to tllus rar 
as control me.asures to inclurie points, lines and min e.,fie..lds in the. S~nd Table.., aTe a subsrt 
of what \'JodSAF terms Persistent Objects. Overlays rue also Persistent Oblects. 
Additionally, tile PO I,Hotcx;ol contilin~ obJect~ such as units, tasks, te.xt and file parameters 
I'hrOUgtlllut this tbesis the terms "conhol measures" and "persistent objects" can be 
eunsidrlcd synonymous. Subtle differences do exist but the)' are primarily that "contlul 
measun:s" refers to a more abstracl conccpt of what the Sand Table is n-ying to express ilnd 
visualize and "persistent objects" are an implementat.ion of those., eonce.pts i.n a formal 
speo,:ifio,:ation in ModSAF 
J'IIt: following is a discussion of tbe PO Protocol and PD1~s uscd by tbe Sand Table 
The !-'rotoeol is de'}Crilx:d in detail with specifIC Sand Table use of the. !-'rotocoJ being 
dde.n ed except in cases where Sand TabJe usage enhances clarity. All code for d~.,crihcd 
PDU s :md varianh can tx-, tound ill thr ModSAF library file p_po.h. 
Persistent Object PDU 
Communications concerning PcrsistentObjects are sent using Persisten t ObJect 
PDUs which will be'. described in detail. TIle code excerpts for the structure definition of 
the Persistent Object PDU is given in Figure 4 
Figure 4: Persistent Object PDU 
Included in the header portion of tht". PDU is version, which contains the 
ModSAF protocol veNion being used by the sending simulator. Protocol versions are 
identified by date and arc also contained in p_po.h. kind is used to identify which type ot 
information is in the var i ant portion of the POll. exe~- ::: i~e and database uniquely 
identify the problem space which the PDUs art". describing. As was mentioned. ModSAF 
can also be used to extensively simulate semi-automated entities on the battlefIeld. These 
simulations also utilize an exercise identifier. When a simulator is used for both simulation 
of entities and POs. it is expected that the exercise identifier be the same. The database 
identifier can ~ used 10 furth er subdivide fin exercise into separate independent PO 
databases; however, currently the Sand Table utilizes only one database find the identifiers 
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are used by the Sand Table to ensme that both it and ModSAF are referr ing to the same 
planni ng space 
The var i a nt portion of the POU is the part most uti li z.ed by the Sand Table. It 
is the portion which describes and allows manipulat ion of Objects between Sand Table and 
ModSA F workstations. In particular. three of the variants, simu1J.torPr escnt. 
dclct eObjects and de s cri'::>eCb j ec t are used 
b. Simulator Present PDU 
By definition of the PO Protoco l, each simulator on the network which is 
interacting with other si mulators using the PO Protocol broadcasts a Simu lator Present 
PDU every 20 seconds. If this heartbeat message is not received for 48 seconds the 
sim ul ator with the lightest load will take owncrship of the objects owncd by the simul ator 
which fai led to pass the heartbeat Thc structure of the Simulator Presem variant is given 
in Figure 5 
Figure 5: Simuilltor Present Variant PDU 
: 1 ; 
1 5 ; 
The Simulator PresC'.nt POlJ contains many fields tor an extC'IlSive protoco l 
which includes pro tocols for nomination of simulators to assume the loads of simulators 
not responding. load balancing and synchronization. Maintaining the stated design 
philosophy. the Sand Table uies to shed all of the PO maintenance to ModSAF stations 
and as such does not assist in the load balancing or assUlnption of ownership of objects 
created by other simulators. The Sand Table does not utilize all of the ,vlodSAF 
functionality and only those fields of SP_Sim<J.l a torP r:esentVar i ant which rclate to 
functionality used hy the Sand Table will be discussed. s~mul ato l' is comprised of the 
site and host identification of the simulator. simu l a t orType describes what type 
simulator has sent the simulator present PDU. More specifically. the type of simulator 
allows ModSAF stations to detcrmine the capabilities of other simulators for possible load 
balanCing. The typcs of simulators are contained in basiC.h which is contained in the 
ModSAF library. The Sand Table uses a type of SP _8 i mll l a t crnnknown since no other 
simulators would recognize a Sand Tahle type simulator at this time. 
dal.3bJ.8eSequen ceNumbe.::- while not specifically used by the Sand Table. is 
an important field to coordinate with ModSAF in order to ensure the proper maintenance 
of measures by ModSAF. dat a base$8quenceNumber is the identity of the shared 
database. It is used to delete all of the objects from a datahase. As defined by the PO 
Protocol each simulator maintains the current sequence number of its database. If a 
simulator receives a sequence number higher than its current sequ~nce number. it must 
remove all objects from its database and increase its datahase sequence. If a simulator 
receives a sequence number lower than its own. it should send a Simulator Present PDU to 
ensure that the simulator with the lower sequence number receives the proper sequence 
number. A simulator should start with a sequence number of zero and increment 
accordingly on receipt of higher sequence numbers. 
As was stated, the Sand Table does not explicitly use the capabili ty to delete all 
of the obJccts in the database. However. the Sand Table must maintain what the database 
sequt:llce number is. or ModSAF may delete objects with a lower sequence number. If the 
objects are created on the Sand Table and broadcast with an invalid database sequence 
number. the objects will not be maintained by the ModSAF simuJators 
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i -, is used to ~pecify the identity of thc terrain datahase: beiJlg lIsed_ This 
is needed by ModSAF for the representltion of terraiIl Oll the 2U QUI display. NPSNET 
use:; a different ternlin databa~ fonnat; however, the database is needed hv th~ Sand Table 
for regiso'ation and proper placl"ment clf lines which are created Oil a ModSAF station. In 
particular, a database file: is needed when a lilw s .. grrtellt \vt,icli follow roads is Sl" nt from a 
lvlodSAF station, A \1odSAF library program i;, Ijs~d 10 make the conversion from road 
segments into po ints and the terrain database is used 
The S? is u~ed by the Sand Table primarily for 
two pUJlloses. As specified in tbe PO Protocol definiTion, when a Simulator Present PUll 
lkscribes a new object. receivers should start a periodiC tran~mi;;sion cf Describe Oblect 
PD\Js, Th .. is on .. orthe Vrimary uses 01" Simulator Pr .. sent PDLs by the Sand Table_ When 
a Sand Table is initialiy run, it will transmit a SimulalOr Pn~sent PDt:_ Simulators 
maintaining persistent objects will then begin broaocasting Describe Object PDUs enabling 
the Sand Table to learn the objects preseIlt in the current planning problem 
The second us~ 01 th~ :O:::-'_S l. r:u::'Gtocrcesel~t'-iorior.: is used in the passing 
of persiSlrnt object. maintenance to \1odSAF sl~tiorls_ When a Sarld Tablt receives a 
PDC, Ihe PDO is checked by ~)(amining th l' type to 
ensure the simulator prrsent is not another Sand Tahle. If the ', ir.-.<ll a~,')r'='_'o" is of type 
ele'"Onkns,m, the Salld Tilb[~ aS~UTlteS that the simulator pre~ent was from 
another Sand Table and the simulator is not captured. U it is riot, the receiving Sand Tahl~ 
will ihen lise the sending ~i.lfIlilator to maTlage ubjrns which art". creal.ed or modified by th l" 
Sand Table. This \vill be disl'lls~ed in greater detail; however. the impoltance 01" the 
",,,,,'lace,,,,, PDU should be Tloted. A summa.ry 01 the lise of tht: 
PDU is given in J'igure 6, Lastly, the Sand Tahle rloc~ 
transmit a heartbeat; bmvever, jillce ownership and maintenance of persistent oh)l"o .. ; i~ 
sherllO other simulalor.~, the absence ot this heartbeal [rom Sand Tables at this lime would 







Sand Table Response 
Figure 6: Use of Simulator Present PDU 
Delete Object PDU 
Another variant of the SP_ l'ersistentObjectPDU is the deleceObjects 
1l1<~ PDI) is very straightforward and is s~nt by a simulator to remove p~rsistent 
objects from th t: appropriate database. As specified in tbe protocol, a deleting simuJatOl 
must be able to rehroadcast a Delete Object POll in respOnse to Describe ObJed POLIs 
pertaining to an object wbich was deleted. This rebroadcast of Ihe Delete Object PDU 
continues for five minutes thereby ensuring that all simulators maintain an accurate 
rt:presemation of the CUTTen t PO database. Tht: structure is given in Figure 7 
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I<'igure 7: Delete Objects Variant PDlJ 
del e t ingS~IILu>Lo[ includes the site and host of the simulator which is 
deleting the objects. It is not used eJ(plicit ly by the Sand Table; however, when Dele te 
Object PDUs are sent, the siLe and host of Ihe Sand Table are appropriately included for 
use by ModSAF simulators. Of primary importance in Ihe Delete Objects variant is 
objece Cou nt and ob jecLs[ l ]. These fields in the structure arc the array of the 
ide nt ities of the objects to be deleted and the actual number of those objects, The objects 
in the aTTay are identified by a SP Object IDflor ldStateIDE';;nr. Contained within the 
SP __ (]hj 2ct=DWorld:.t't ~e r1")PCl i r is an objecLTD which uniquely identifies a 
Persistent Object. This identification is comprised of tbe site and host of the simulator at 
which the object was created and an object number which is unique and increm~,nted for 
each new object at the creating simulator. R ~rnoval of the objects specified in the Delete 
Objed PDU are then handled localJy by each simulator with the deleting simulator 
rebroadcasting the Dekte PDU as necessary in response to enant ~imulators sending 
Describe Object PDUs for ddeted objects 
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d. De.~cribe Object PDU 
The final variant of tht: S? _?ersistentOh jecrP[;U is the descri heObject 
variant and il is used to crcate new objects. modify old objects and changc the owner of 
objects_ describeOej e ct is the most important PDU variant used by the Sand Table and 
it carrics mosl of th e fu nctionality of the Sand Tabk . As the name implies the PDU is used 
for the description of persistent objl:cts in thl: desi red exercise and database. More 
specifically. the PDU variant cont<lins the class of the objects described and all of the 
charac teristics of the object. The Describe Object PDU contains a sub-protocol used for 
the different classes of persistent ohjt:cts. The sub-protocol is contained in the variant 
portion of the sp_nescribeObject\larian t structure. rhe cooe for the Describe 
Object variant is given in Figure S. 
As with the other PDU variants discussed, thc Sand Table does not use much of 
the functionality supportt:d by the Dt:scribe Objl:ct PDU and, as such, only the pertinent 
parts will be examined in detail. dat_ClbaseSequenceNumcer is the identity of the shared 
database and was discusst:d with the Simulator Present POU . Its importance should be 
rt:iterated in the Describe Object PDll. In order for a Mo(\SAF simulator to maintain a 
persistent Object created by a Sand Table, the da t abaseS equen::: eNumber must not be 
less than the current database sequence number maintain~d by the ModSAf' station. 
obj ec:tID uniquely identifie s each object in the persistent object database and 
is the same identifier contained in the Delete Object PDU. It consists of the creating 
simulator site and host as wcll as a unique object number for that simulator 
wOL' ldSt:at e I I: is not ust:d by tht: Sand Table; however, it has potential for future vt:rsions 
and added capabilities with the Sand Table. The world state enables the representation of 
objects in different times or states of the problem. This would enable the display of future 
or past Objects on the Sand Table or ModSAF overlay. Objects can be reprt:st:nted in otht:r 
world ~lates by changing tht: ',vorldStCl- t eJD in the PDU. CUITentJy, the Sand Tuhle u;;es 
only the Real Timc World State which is representrAl by zero in rhe site. host and object of 
the wor::'dSta te rD. 
JO 
Figure 8: Describe Object Variant PDll 
and seq'J.en:.: eNumbe!' are the most important fields in the Describe 
Object POll for the shedding of PO managc1"TlClit to ModSAF stMions. The owner cOllsists 
of the sile and hOSI ot the simulator which clJrremly owns the object. NOle Ihal the owner 
does lIot have 10 be the simulator whidl nealed Ihe Object. The secT.len:::eNumbe :: , not to 
be contuscd with dat a ba s eSequenceNun\l)er. is a number which is incrementcd cach 
time an objcct is changed. initially. when an object is created it has a sequence number of 
When the owner of an object wishes to change an object, it increments the sequence 
l' 
number and sends a new Dcscribe Ohject PDll with the increased scquence number as well 
as thc. modified fields which dcscribe the object 
To create a Persistent Obj cct, a simulator scnd.~ a describe ohJect PDU , By the 
PO Protoc ol , the owner then transmits the Describe Object PDl! every )0 seconds for five 
minutes to cnsure that all other simulators are awarc of the object. After the five minutcs 
Describe ObJcct PDUs cease; however, Objec1.~ Present PDUs (another vari ant of 
SP _Pe r s i ste n tOb jectPDTJ) arc sen t. Objects Pres(".nt PDUs contain a li st of al l the 
objects in the curfcllt database. Simulators then compare the objects thl:Y have in their 
current database with those listed in the Objects Present PDU and may then request more 
compkte information on an object in question by using an objw:t_Request variant of 
SP. Pe r s :i sLentObj ectPDU. Upon receipt of a obj ectRequest a simulator wi llresend 
the more descriptive Lkscribe Object PDU. Thi s protocol is depicted in Figurl: 9 
The PO Protocol also establishes a methoo for changing persistent objects which 
already exist. To do this, the simulator wishing to change the object changes the ~I-mer 
field in thc Descrihe Object PDU. The sequenc€Nu~ber of thc object is also increased 
to reflect the change. TIle simulator which is changing ownership thc.n transmits a Describe 
Object PDU with the changed owner and sequence number as well as any modifications to 
the obJcct itself. The fo llowing rules are prescribed by the PO Protocol concerning the 
sequence numbers and owncr fields or the Describe Object PDUs 
If a simulator ft".ceives a POl] dcscribing an objcct which it docs not own . it will 
ignore the PDU if the sequence number is less than what the simulator is cunently 
maintaining, or ir the sequence nurnbef is the same and the owner is the same U 
the sequence number is greater or the owner has changed it should take the 
information. 
If a simulator owns an ohject and receives a sequence numbc.r higher than is 
currently maintained, the simulator gives up ownerShip to the new simulator and 
updatcs the object 
If a simu lator owns an object and receives a PDU with an equal simulator numbcr 
it compares its address magnitude with the other simulators and if higher will 








f'igure 9: Creation and Modification of Persistent Object 
The Sand Table nsrs the above rules for errating and ebanging prrsistent objects 
and is discussed ill deta il later. While: the fiel ds of the Describe Object POU drscriberl thus 
far have concerned (creat ion, ownership and updating: of POUs, the PD U contains" sub-
protOCOl whic h drseribes the acrnal object in detail idrntifiei what type of object 
the p~; actually descri bes. It should be noted that in !lIe original ModSAF C library 
'"".c las s is named clas s which ca used a keyword naming conflict when integrated into the 
Sand Tahle which was written in C++. As a programming note, the name was changed to 
mc l ass and a modified copy of the header file p_po. h hact to be used 
The vari a n t portion of the Descrilx: Object PDU contains the various possible 
types of persistent objects. The variants most important to the Sand Table are those 
describing points. lines and minefields. Also important for reasons of ensuring that 
measures arc displayed on the ModSAr stations is the overlay variant. 
rhe point measure is a rrK:asure located at one position on the terrai n used to 
desclihc a significant aspect of the plan at that point. An exampk of a point rrK:asure would 
be a checkpoint, which has a specific symbol describing it, a specific location on the terrain 
and a specific meaning with regards to creating a plan on a Sand Table. \1odSAF currently 
supports seventeen different types of point measures which would support the va st majority 
of plannin g problems. The description of a point is contained in SP_ Fo i n t Cl ass, for 
which the structure is included in Figure 10. 
Figure 10: Uescrihe Object Point Class Variant 
1, 
3 1 ; 
The fields used to describe the poim arc very straightfo J'\.vard and will be 
rlescribed brietly. over l ayID assigns thl:- overlay in which the point measure should be 
displayed. As discussed. ModSA F onl y displays objl:-cts in overlays which are being 
displayed allhal simulator. The Sand Table only displays a single overlay; however, this 
field must be used to ensure IIial ModSAF will display the measures created by the Sand 
rab le. s t yl e describes tht particular type of point the measure represents. The seventeen 
possible points are co ntained in p_po.h. ModSAF supports fivf~ diffe rent colors also 
contained in p_po.h. c olor describes the particular color for the point. Proposed or 
uncertain measures are delineated on an overlay by representing the measures with dashed 
Jines. This representati on is possible using the d a shed field. The locanon fie ld gives 
the position on rhe telTain database of tht point measure di::e ct i on enables an 
orientation to be included in the description of a poi nt since some points may have an 
orientation with respect to the terrain onto which they are placed. Lastly, points may have 
text embedded within them to name a point or be more descri ptive. The t ex t ficld enables 
the inclusion of text in the descr iption of a point 
Lints reprtsent linear control measures on tht Sand Table. Like points the.y have 
a unique representation, mtaning and location on the databast tt'naill. An example of a line 
wou ld be a boundary line separating two units on the battlefield. Another example wou ld 
be a rOllte to he followed by a unit over the tenain. Each of the examples would be 
represented by a different style. The Structure for line measures is given in Figme I I. 
ove,--J ay I D, sty l e, co lo r and dashed have the s<lme properties as was 
diS-(;ussed with the same fields in the point measures . Each line is comprised of a number 
of points on tht ttrrairL The number point~ in each line is maintained in p ointCour_t. 
t h ic :"ness refers to the th ickness of the line displayed on the overlay whieh represents 
the measure on the virtuaJ ltrrain or map. It is tbe thickness of the li ne in pix els <md 
concerns the display of the measure. This differs from ',,'i dc h which differs by line style 
and represents the width a t the measure on the ground expressed in meters 
beg I nAr rOl1Head and e ndAuO'.'"Head specify the style of the <UTOW head on the ends of 
the lint (which may be no arrow). c l os ed indicates whether the line should he represented 
by a closed line loop in which the last point is connected to the first point. spJ i ned 
~pecifies whether or not the line should be smoothed with a sp lining fu nction and is not 
used in the Sand Table at th is ti rne. r out e indicates whether the line indicates a route or 
other control measurts and is not used at this time slwu J d8eSi mu 1 D'c e d, s imul at c·d, 
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Figure 11: Describe Object Line Class Variant 
met hcdology and ~im'.l liltcr are used when creating simulation representat ions of the 
lines and are not used by the Sand Table either 
The last field of SI'_LineC l ass . poin ts. is somewhat special and deserves 
clo~er examination. poinr.s is an array of points comprising the line. Points comprising 
the lines can be one of two types. The first is a simple x and y representation of thc location 
of the point on the terrain. T he second poim n:presentation. represents a road segment from 
the terrain database. The code for SP _ Poj :1 t D€ sc r i pt ion. and S?_RoadSegment ami 
SP_PointLoca U on is given in Figure 12, Figure 13 and Figure 14 respec ti vely 
The pc in t.Type fie ld in the SP _P cint.Descript ion structure indicates how 
that point is represented . The valiant portion contains the actual data describing the points. 
If the point represents a road segment the starting and ending points of the segment are 
given in this structure in the 3t.Cl.rtht and enGAt fields. The direction indicates 
figure l 2: Point Description Structure 
2 4 ; 
F igure 13: Road Segment Variant of Point Description 
Figure l4 : Point Location Variant of Point Descri ption 
whether (he line should follow the s~gment from the f iss( point to (he ills( or j a~ l to firs t 
The rO:ld scgnlrnt represental ion of a line is very useful, espe!.:ially in Cilses su!.:h as road 
marches, whic h proceed from on~poi nt to another only on roads, Using the ~lodSAF GU I 
overlay , the llser can select lines to follow roads and sllbseq llent lines will follow the roads 
of the (errain database Thr Sand Tabk does not allow (he w,er to [Ill(oma(ically follow 
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TOads at this time as does ModSAF; however. the Sand Table can receive POLIs with lines 
containing road segments and properly display them 
As was discussed carlier, upOn initialization the Santi Table needs a terrain 
database for correlation and registration of points on the terrain. The Sand Table also 
ut ilizes ModSAF lihrary libroute.a to make the conversions between TOad segments to 
points. TIlUS. when a line is received by the Sand Table, the point locations arc either 
directly accessible if given in the SP _ PobtLacdt ion fonn or if given in the 
SP _RoadS"grnenl form are convertible to point locations on the terrain 
Mineflelds are also persistent objects which can be represented in the Sand 
Table. Minefields differ from point and line measurcs in that they an: active entities 
manager! by a simulator. Entities are the actual actors of the ModS AF simulation. The 
entities are objt·.cts which interact with each other such as tanks. helicopters, and infantry, 
diffcring from persistcnt ohjects which are more abstract objects. More specifically, a 
minefield is a measure wh ich can have an effect on simulated uni ts and vehicle entitie.s in 
a simulation. For example. if a tank platoon drives over a minefield, casualties will be 
infl icted on the platoon. This is not the case with lines and points which are imaginary 
control measures and in fa ct have no physical significance in the real world. As such, 
mi nefields are much more· complex me.asures and their PDlIs have extensive capabilities 
to manage and control the minefield. The Sand Table uses only a sTllall portion of the 
minefield <..:a pabilities at present; however, fu ture expansion could be incorporated 
Two variants of minefields are possible with only one of the variants being used 
in the Sand Table. T he flrst variant is Point Minefields and is not used. With this variant, 
minefields are represellled by point locations of each individual mine. The other method 
and the one currently in use by the Sand Table is the Area Mim:field. In this representation 
rninefields are described by a perimeter and a density. The locations of the mines are 
represented by grid s which are either all, indicating a minc is prcsent in a grjd box, or off 
indi<..:ating no mine is present. These grids are used in thc simulation of an adivt."". minefidd 
and art". nOl di S{.~ussed ht"T t". rhe structures for SP _M!ne fieldC lass and 
SP_ MineficldArea are presenter! in Figure 15 and Figure 16 respectively. 
cha r tex t I SF _ maxPo in tName ::"'en"l hJ ; 
';P _ Slmu lationAddress 
SP _ Slmu lat ionAddres s 
S? _Hinefielc1'IYpe 
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Sinn:. the Sand Table util izes only a small ponion of a rninefield PDL"s 
capabilities. ollly peltinent fields arc discussed. over l ayID , style, co l or and text 
specify the same information as was described with point and line measures 
mlnefi e ld'I'.!pe specifies which of the twO type~ of nunefields the P[)U de~cribe s . The 
actual lllindield data i., contained in the variant portioll of the PDU, of which the Sand 
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Figure 16: Area variant of Minefield 
Table only implements ar e". Fields in SP _Minefi e ldArea concerning actual mines and 
their locations and densities are not used by the Sand Table. The f ields of concern are 
po.i nt.Count. pe!:i:neter and oriyin. po'-nt Count contains the actual nmnber of 
points delineating the perimeter of the minefield. perime ter is <In array of the actual 
points defining the perimeter given in x and y coordinates. Lastly, the crig i n field is the 
location of the southwest corner of the first minecell. While not curremly implementing 
the specifics of the actual mineeells, origin is used to appropriately anchor text within the 
minefield. 
Text can be used wilh control measures. The PO Protocol has provisions for 
se nd ing text. Figure 17 shows the text variant of the SP_ DescribeObjecLVarLm t 
PDV. ovcrla.yI D is the overlay to which the text is assigned and is used in the same 
manner as it was with the other measures. size is the font size of the texl , len9th is the 
length of the actual texi which is contained in local ion is the coordinates of the 
text location. The text can also be associate.d with another conlrol measure and this 
measure's object identificatio n is stored in assoc :iatedObj ec t 
associatedl'oi ntNumber C<lll be used with a line to associate the text with a specific 
point in Ihe line. The remaining fie jds are used to correctly position the text. 
Figure 17: Describe Object. Text Class Variant 
Tile tinal persisl~m obl~ct u~~d in th~ eum~nt Sand Tabk (ksign is the overlay 
Thr: importancr: of overlays has heen discussect ann the aCTual structurr: of the 
variant of the Descrioc. Obi~.ct pj)t I will he hridly covr:rr:rl Ih~ strllCtllr~ for thc overlay 
v,u:iam is giVi':Il in Figure 1R. 
Figure 18: I>cscrihc Ohject OHrla), Clas,~ Variant 
;i~m'2 is a trxlual name of the overlay. The Sand Table makes use of lhi~ name 
by creating an ov~rlay named "NPS:"ET' This naming is USN! to ensure m~asures arr: 
displayed on both the Sand Tablr: and the: 20 GUI of .'I.1odSAF has more 
significance and a slightly different meaning than similar fields in the previously described 
persistent objects, In the previous objects the color field simply specified the color of the 
measure. However, one of the options for color besides the five colors given in MooSAF 
is to specify that the color of a measure is the overlay default. co l or in 
SP~overliJ.yC ld ss is this overlay default color. When an overlay is being used the 
default color must be known to enable the user the optiun of choosing the uverlay color as 
the color of the measure. f orCf' JD specifies which force should be displayed on the 
overlay. SP _ Force:-D is defined in basic.h oftht: ModSAF lihrary. While the Sand Table 
does not off!"r an option as to what forct: to display. it does properly update the field to 
SP _ forceIDlrrf'l f'v f'nt which ensures that ModSAF will display all measures on the 
"NPSNET" overlay. 
Tht: PDUs and variants described are the most important segments of the 
ModSAF PO Protocol being used in the currcnt design of the Sand Table. T he actual Sand 
Table implementation of the protocol in covcred in Chapter IV 
C. NPSNET OVERVfEW 
'Vhile the Sand Table uses ModSAf for management of conITol measures and lIses the 
PO Protocol to effectively communicatc with MexlSAF, the actual Sand Table system is 
implemented in and sits on top of NPSNET. NPSNET originated as a vehicle simulator 
and has evolved into a vinual world. 
NPSNET is a large scale virtual environment which allows users 10 interact with 3D 
terrain. objects and players on that terrain. The system is written in AT&T C++ and follows 
an object oriented paradigm. Th (". system uses a hierarchial approach when writi ng the 
functionality of vehicles and weapons. It capitalizes on inheritance of much of the 
functionality for vehicles from higheJ level classes. [ZYDA93j 
NPSNET uses the Silicon Graphics, Lnc. API called Pc/former. Performer handles 
many of the graphics specific tasks of l\'PSNET such as hidden surface elimination and 
culling [ZYDA93]. Performer uses a hierarchical directed acyclic graph (DAG) structure 
to ~ffi eiently cull entire hranches of a sccne hascd on whatever scene orgllnization was 
chosen by the llser. The Sand Tahle is ll lso written llsing Performcr. The Sand Table is 
written to be supc-rimposed over NPSNET as the iI.·lodSl\F ovcrlay is superimposed over a 
map of telTain. The actual code of the Sand Table is part of NPS1\'ET: yet, the Sand Tabk 
i ~ self-containcd both in its communications and manipll lMion of objects. 111C Sand Tahk 
ilas only t\\O '"hooks" into NPSNET. one being functional and one being graphical. The 
functional one is a function calJ to the main Sand Table program once cach lime the 
NPSNET main function lUns through its application program. The grllphical hook, which 
can be toggled on OJ off during NPSNET opnation, is ,Ill added branch which contains the 
depiction 01 all control mea.'urcs to the SPS t'-TET Performer scene. The Sand Table "uscs" 
the functionality ofNPSNET sut:h as terrain and vehit:lc display; however. the Sand Tablr. 
has no means to manipulate the terrain or vehicles. 

rv. SYSTEM INTEGRATIOl\, DI::SIGN A~D IMPLEMENTATIO~ 
A. INTRODUCTION 
Having discussed the components used to build the Sand Table, rhe actual design of 
the Sand Tahle and integration of the components musr be considered. Thc overall 
philosophy of incorporating existing functionality into the system should be rcmcmbered. 
The Sand 'I'able incorporates interaction between NflS \FT and (l:lodSAr·. This interaction 
is accomplished by using the PO Protocol. All of the code unique to the Sand Tank is 
\vritten as an extension to NPSNF.T TV.S. An overvie\',' of the Sand Table operation will 
put trte design imo a proper context and will manifest m,lny of the operational 
ch aract.eristics of the Sand Tahle 
J. Sand Table O peratiunal Oven'iew 
\Vhercas a ModSAF station presents the user with a 2D overlay of the plan bcing 
constrllct.ed, the Sand Table could be considered a 3D overlay. The Sand Table places th .. 
user into NPSN E'l' in the desired tenain database. The lenain database is not modified 
from that presented in the native NPS:\"ET. The lIser can oc pl~ced in the cnvironment as 
a vehicle or in a stealth mode so as not to be seen as a vehide entity. The uscr can move 
to any pan of the terrain rj;naiJase using native: "\"PS'\ET capahilities which include 
keyboard, j oystick or spacctmll input. 
f ull fu nctionality of NPSNET is retained but separateJ from the functionality of the 
Sand Tahle so vehicle movements. weapoflsfilings, etc. can still be seen if there are vehicle 
entities on the battlefield. Similarly. the Sand Table user can behave as ~ vehiclc and can 
eXe(:ll!e any of the ahove actions. During a planning operation; howrver. it would tk more 
logical to assume a stealth mode and view the battlefield rather than participate on it 
Nonetheless, vehiek fUnl:tionality i.> retained in the S~nd Table and can be used. A 
scenario in whidl both vehicle and Sand Table functionality eoulc1 both he usec1 would Lx 
a helicopter flying a rou t~ over thc terrain. Using the Sand Table. the routc to be flown 
could actually be visualiz~d and followed over Virtual terrain. Whether in NPSNET as a 
vchicle or in stealth modd all functionality of the Sand Tahle can be exercised 
Additionally. the Sand Table can be toggled off 
III thc virtua l environment the \ls~r is given a Sand Table menu. the design of which 
will be discussed later in detail. Thc menu is also shown beginning with Figure 34 (see 
figure 34). Using the menu. the user can select desired allributcs for the control measures 
such as color or style and construct a control measure at a location on the terrain . Th~ 
placem~nt of the. control measure is accomplished using the mouse and a 2 l/20 selection 
of location on the terrain . TIle 2 1/20 selection is simple while at the same timc offering a 
unique solution to picking any terrain in the viewing frustum 
Once the measure is created, its existence is displayed and maintained and its 
attributes arc sent to tin: network for the other Sand Tables using the ModSAf PO Protocol. 
ModSAF stations can also receive the PDUs from the Sand Tab le and can display and 
maintain the measures at that station. This offers the abili ty for workstations which do not 
possess the Sand Table software, yet do possess ModSAf. to participatc in a planning 
problem albeit without a 3D terrain display. 
The PO Protocol is used both for intra-Sand Table communication as well as 
communication with ModSAF. The Sand Table receives POUs from other Sand Tables 
with attributes of control measures crcatcd at other workstations. The Sand Table will th en 
construct the measure for disp lay, and will maintain and update the measure. Similarly. a 
Sand Table can receive a PDU frum a ModSAF station running an overlay for the sam~. 
terrain as the Sano Tabk, and the Sand Table will display and maintai n the Ineasure. As 
depicted in Figure 19, th is completes the circle of cross-system compatibili ty in that any 
Sand Tahle or ModSAF station can neate and send a controlmcasurc and any other Sand 
Table or f\.·lodSAP station can rr:ceive and display control measures. Further. therr: is 110 
distinct ownership of measures, so that when a measure is created by any Sand Table or 
ModS AF statinn, any mhrr station can move the, measure on the trlTain, change liny of thr 
anribmes of the measme or rlelete the measure." 
Figure 19: Possible Sendin~ and ReceiYing of PO pnlls 
2. SAND TARLE J)ESIG~ OVERVIEW 
In orrler to accomplish the operational behavior and capabilities rlescriberl above, the 
Sand Tabk ean be divided into srveral smalkr rkments of functionality. l"he.'ie ill"C 
Sanrl Table repre~ntation of control measurrs. 
\1aintaining of known controlmcasures. 
Pruct>ssillg of incoming PDLl traffic 
Processing of outgoing PDlJ traffic 
Local creation of coutlol measmes crealrd at. other stations 
CIeation of l'onllol mea~llle~ at Saud Tabk sto.tion 
Proper e!isplo.y of control measures on the Sand Table 
Manipulation and movement of control measures on the- Sane! Tahle 
These areas of func tionality are by no means disjoin t or mutually exclusive; however, 
the del ineati on does accentuate tasks which must be accomplished by the Sand Table. How 
these tasks arc accompli shed is covered in the following sections. A choice to use an 
object-oriented methodology fo r representation of the control measures was made. Thc 
paradigm seems a natural one since the Sand Table can be expected to maintain several 
different types of conrrol measures which contain similar information yet may have 
different methods needed to implement needed functionality or slightly different members 
unique to the control measure. The PO_M EASURES_CLASS was created as the base 
class for control measure objects. It should be noted that while the actual control measures 
are implementcd using an object-oricnted methodology. much of the manipulation of the 
measures, when deemed inappropriatc to be included as a membcT fun ctio n, uses a morc 
f unctionaJ based approach 
U. SAND TABLE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 
At the heart of the Sand Table design are two files. po_ meas.cc and po_funcs.cc 
po_meas.cc is the actual implementation of the PO_MEASURES_CLASS and contains the 
constructors, member functions and desrructors. Logically, func tions pertaining to the 
overall operation and state of the Sand Table are t:Ontained in po_funcs.ce which follows a 
more functional based paradigm. Functions associated with the actual behavior of the 
control measures are contained as members and member functions of 
PO_MEASURES_CLASS in po_meas.ec and use the object oriented approach. The 
separation of functionality and paradigm is not complete; however. that is the design goal. 
'l'he architecture and design of the Sand Table can be understood by considering each of the 
elements of functionality described in tile design overview and examining how the Sand 
Table accomplishes the task. 
Sand Table representation of control measures is accomplished using the 
rO_MEASURES_CLASS C++ Class I'his class encapsulates a control measure's current 
state as we ll as its functiona lity . Especially useful are polymorphic mem~r functions 
involving display of objec ts as well as communicati ons concerning objects, since the 
methods involved afe significantly different for each diffe rent type of measure_ All <.:ode 
concem ing PO_MEASURES_CLASS is contained in po meas.cc unless otherwise 
annotated. The base class and derived class code will be given here and rliscllssed ll riefly. 
!"he inhelitance lIee for the base class and derived classes is shown in Figure 20. More 
detaikd discussion of functionality will be given in the st:ctions concerning the 
funct ionali ty which the member fu nctions perform The PO_MEAS URES_CLASS base 
class is given in Figure 21. 
Figure 20: PO _MEASURES _CLASS Inheritance 'I 'rcc 
The class was designed the same data the 
S? _De sc .::- i beOb j ert Val: i ant PDU which fully describes a conrrol measure T he 
representation and nami ng may rliffer; however. tht: content is paralleled_ Not~. the 
members d a shed, style and co l or correspond directly to fields in the suo-prowcol of 
SP_ Descri beObj ectVar i ant for points, lines and rninefields_ Similarly. nurnpoulL 
corresponds to :;>c i r.tCount in S I'_ L1.n e Class and SF _~li l!e f i eld :.: J 3 SS. poiet~ 
f'igur{'21: PO_MEASIJRES_CLASS c++ Class 
corresponds to locat io:l in SP_l'c intClass, poin t s in SP_ T_ineclass and 
perimeter in S? Minefi e l dC l ass. The specific way the members are represent<:d 
and implemented are in the derived classes and will be examined later. It is important to 
remember how the state ofa control measure is actually represented in three different ways. 
The first is how it is stored within the PO_MEASURES_CLASS, the second is how it is 
stored in the SP_ Desc.::- i beObj e ctVariant POU and the last is how the measure is 
actually di~played with Perfonner. 
Additional members and member functions are also required within the class and will 
be discussed hriet1y dif f e renc e and first 'r ime are used when dragging and dropping 
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control meas ures over the virtual tcrrain_ type actually identifies which type of control 
measure is being repre~ented in an instance of the class. pc l ys is the actual Performer 
group which contains the graphical d isplay of the meaSlife. Associated with each contlol 
measure is a POU which describes the control me,lsure using a 
S"_Desn-ibeObje c: tVariant. This POL could either be the PO U received from 
another station describing a control measure or if the measure was created locally, a POL 
is built to dcscr ihe that measure. The PO U is stored with pdt; and its uscs are descri herl 
la ter. 
r he class has two constructors. The first creates an i n~tance of the class directly from 
the POU received describing the measure. Since the con-elation between the fielrls of the 
POU and the actual member valucs is so close the constructor consists primarily of rlirect 
assignment of values with appropriatc type conversions where ncedcd. Onc cxccption is in 
the construction of lines. As was covcrcd in the previous ch apter. POUs descr ibing lines 
may consist of road segments. This represcntation is not CIUTently imp lemented in 
PO_MEASURES_CLASS so the conversion of road segments into points is accomplished 
u~ing a ModSAF lihrary functi on 
The fu nct ion is used when a POU is receiverl for an object which already 
exists , Its functionality is essentiall y the same as the construCtor with the exception of 
creating a new object :\-1cmber data aTe extracterl dircctly fro m the 
5P_0€sc r ib€Ob ] €C':Va riant POI; . From the new memher data a new Perfo rmer 
group is created anrl the old one is destroyed. [[[ovc<'O, drag:Jpd,,>, PO and r.rilgToNet 
aH~ userl to rlrag and drop control measures. Basically, :nove PO is the drag, 
clragU:;x:l at e I'O is the drop and clr&g'l'o:-.lct sends the drag to the network. Eac h type 
of control measure employs a very different method to drag and rl lOP_ A goal in the Sand 
I"able design was to allow for effect ive and intuitive manipulation of control measures as 
well as networking the dragging and droppi ng. "nle aforementioned funct ions accomplish 
this func tionality and will be described in detail later. 
updCt ~e FDU and s c ndp::U are the methods by which an object sends its state to the 
network. This is another case where each ohject will manage its PDU di fferemly and as 
such needs distinct methods for communication. These different methods are primarily the 
construction of S P_Des cr iLeO~j ec lvariCtTI t for the particular type or the 
measure is. make_~lIeas is used to actually construct the graphical representation of the 
control measure in Performer with great difference in the eonstrm;tion of a point as 
compared to a line or minefield. The last member function in the base dass is 
ereate_ tex t _TIode whose function is apparent from the name. The control measures 
can have text associated with them. c r e at e_ text _TIode allows for the creation and 
proper placement of text within the control measures. 
Each of the control measures is a derived class from PO_MEASURES_CLASS. The 
class definitions for PO_POINT_CLASS is given in Figure 22 
inti; 
' ~ int. cha r '. 
Figure 22: Derived Class PO _ POINT_CLASS 
Th~ PO_POlNT_CLASS has additional members to dr,scrioc, the point. The first is 
and d irect.ion which corr~spond directly to the fidds in the SP _ Po i nte l ass 
variant of the SP _ Descri;::,eO;::,j eet Vat"leont. t extnoele is ~ pointer to additional k xt 
which lIlay be associated with th~ point. Ineoke_pt is an additional func tion which is used 
by ffi ake_ffieCls to create the Performer representation of the poi lit 
rhe dass has an additional parameterized constructor. This is used for the creation of 
a new PO_POI\'T_CLASS object from the Sand Table. The parameters are used to pass 
style, color, dashed, dUc,ction. text and the location of the point. 'Ore first constructor with 
SP_Descri;::,eObjec l Vari ctnt a~ a parameter wou ld lJe llsed for the creation of a point 
after receiving a POU from the network 
Th~ next derived class is for line meaSllf~S. The class definition fOf PO_LiNE_CLASS 
is given in Figure 23 
Similar to the PO POl\'T_CLASS , the rO_L1I\'E CLASS has the additional 
members which are fields in the '=;P _lle scribeobJE2ctVar leon t PDU to describe a line 
which includl:, splined, begj,IL';r [ o",;Head and 
enci!' rrowHectd. lb)ke creates the Performer graphical re:presentati on of the 
mea~ure. makeQui ckL int" i~ used when dragging l in~s over terrain. The function 
provides the Sand Table with a low leve l of de:-1ail Performer rrpreselitatiul1 of the line so it 
can be moved in real-time. 
PO LINE_CLASS also has two constructors. The firs! builds the object from a rou 
received off the network and the: second is for local creation of an object on the: Sand Tahle 
The parameters in the second constructor are the member values assigned to determine the 
state of the control measure. They include dashed, style, color, thickness, cloSI:,d, splined, 
width, anow head placement and a pointer to the point loca tions 
Qne addit ional parameter is incl uded and is named QU ic k in the actual code body 
ThiS is llsed to create an instanc~ of a PO_LINE_CLASS measure without creating the: 
Performer graphical representa tioll. This is used when creating a line locally. Creatillg a 
full level of detail linc is quite time consuming This parameter serves as a switch to 
Dr ctecred, 
u s hor t 
DfGeode ' 
pub l ic: 
Figure 23: Derived Class PO _LINE_CLASS 
prevent the actual pfGroup trom being made and IS used when building lines on the actual 
terrain. 
The last unique member of the PO_LiNE_CLASS is the function make_vert ica 1. 
This function is used when "picking" lines with the mouse. Its exact pUfl}ose and 
functionaJity will be discussed in the next chapter. 
The next derived class is for mi llefields. The declaration for this class is given in 
Figure 24. 
r hc first sevcn members of the class again correspol!d di.recVy to the 
S ic' _ Descr.i beOb~ ectVar iant PDU fiel ds and represent the same data concerning the 
state of the rnindie1d. Recalling (see page 38) that a mi nefi dd is an actual simulated entity. 
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p u blic: 
i n t I · 
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Figure 24: Deri,·ed Class PO_MINE_CLASS 
some of th~ nlr.mbers such as ll\Unit~0Il arc not currently lIsed in the Sand Table 
t.ex tnCX"l e is a pointer to text which may be associated with the minefield and 
ma keQ u~ ckHine has similar functionality to :na ke Qui ckL i ne in cr~ating a low level of 
detai l representation of the measure. 
Similar to the constmctor for line and point measures, PO_MlNE_CLASS has a 
constructor for both creation using a PDlJ or values created locally. The additional member 
fUllctions art~ simi lar in fUllction 10 the functions of the oth~r derived classes ilnd will be 
described in detai lla[er. 
The fina l derived c lass is PO_TEXT _CLASS and is provided in Figure 25 _ Tex[ o.:an 
be found by itself on [he Sand Table or with other control measures giving amplitying 
informil[ion. Like the other conn:ol measures. the members of PO_ TEXT_CLASS closely 
;Jubl , c' 
Figure 25: Derived Class I'Q _TEXT_CLASS 
retlel:t the SP _ DcscribeObjectVariant PDU. '1l1C class contains only one constructor 
which takes the SP_D€scribeObjectVariant PDU as a parameter. In the cunent 
version of the Sand Table, text can only be received from a ModSAF station . Te)( t can 
either be received as an object or it can be embedded in an object as was seen with points 
create_text_ node and make_lTLeas actually construct and place 111e te)(\. 
2. Maiul,aining of Known COlltrol Measures 
l3y its title, this task seems to confl ict wiTl1 the goal in the design of the Sand Table to 
uti lize ModSAF to maintain control measures. However, in actuality, the task does not 
conflict. The Sand Table must maintain a local database which represents the current 
control measures on the Sand Table for its own uSt: . T his is needed for the Sand Table to 
properly display the measures and be able to modify the measures. Where Ihe Sand Table 
does flO/ manage 111e objects is in the repeated sending of SP Desc.::ibeOb j ect Var ian~ 
PDUs upon obJed creation, the sending of subsequent. P _ObjectsFresentVariant 
P DL., whic:h list the obJe<.:ts in the rlatabJ.se nor the rebroJ.dcast of 
S P_D<? ":::::'-.:;·oC.:;·:k ,,,.Va.:-iim t PDUs when othc>r simulators send requests for (JbJeet 
descriptions. (see ~igure '1) 
po funcs.ce eont~ins functions maintain the overall state of the Sand Tahle 
\Vithin po_func~.cc the dalaba'le of obJects is storeri as an array which cnntain~ all of the 
contwi measures which !.tIe Sand Table bas currellt information on and is currently 
ciisplaying. To be in the anay, either the measure was created locally on the Sand Table or 
PDL trom another simulator 
Th~ anay eontaininp the database consists of objects of cla5~ p~'L,~lC kCJI_' which consist 
of a key eontaininp an object ioentifier of type sp _0\)-",""'1 -0 and a pointer to an object of 
,:lass PO_,vlbASURES_CLASS. \Vhen new measures are added, their keys and pointers 
are added at the end of the array. When deleted, ttley are removed from the allay and the 
<lITay i~ then c(Jf[]pre~sed tll fill the hole. The simple anay structure was determined to be 
<l sufficient data strUl.:ture liJ contain tl\e corlITlll measures since the number of expectc>d 
control measures in a Sand T~ble problem would lx, r~,latively low. If kc>y lookup proved 
to be a significant slow-down, the 
sophisticated dJ.ta structure. 
3. Processiug of Incoming PDll Traffic 
objects l.:ouJd be stored in a mun: 
WitliiTlIJ-O_fum;s.cc i~ Ihe function ~:J_ n''O~_T8a.:: This function reJ.ds PDl':., uf type 
'0"_"2 (c;ic;t.sn~J)b~ ,,:-t P=:LT trom the network ami, after I.:hecking that the PDlJ has tilt: 
proper exerciSf and datJ.basc identitiers, calls the appropriatc funnion within po 
processing of incoming PUlis is shown in rigure 26. All processing functions refened to 








Figure 26: Processing of Incoming PDl] Traffic 
Upon receipt of SP_ S i rr,ulatorPresentVar Lan t PDUs, the Sand Table will 
capture a "slave simulator" if a capture has not already occurred . The fu nction which 
accomplishes the capture is named capt ureS im. The purpose of capturing a simulator is 
to facilitate us ing ModSAF stations to manage control measures The 
SD _ S i rr.u l ator?resentVClr i aut PDU provides the simu lator site, host and simulator 
type. The type is checked to ensure that the POU is not from another Sand Table (see page 
27) and if not, objects created at the Sand Table will be passed to the "slave simulator ., 
Th is is shown in Figure 27. 
U}lon receipt of SP_De l eteOllje c tsVar i a llt PODs th~ Sand TalJJe compmes the 
list of obje{:ts to be deleted as specified in the POU with the Sand Table's database of 
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Figure 27: Processing of Simulator Present Variant 
function uses the obj ec ~ I O from the anay of SP _Ob j ec ~ l D'tlor ldSL",l e liWair in tht 
PDU as a key in !O\;ating the object within th~ obj~ct da tabase of the Sand Table Th is is 
shown in Fipuc 28 
The receipt of a SP_Des::: ribeobj ecLVa r ian '~ calls the function 
which is slig htly more complicated but still straightforward . As pointed out in the previous 
chapter. the SP_De scr i Le Object Va r ian~ PDU can be used for both creation and 
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Figure 2H: Processing of Oelete Objects PDU 
modification of conrrol measures. Further, when an object is created the simu lator owning 
the measure will. in 'l(;o:.:ordance with the PO Protocol, broadcast 
S2 _CescribeObjec t Varian t POlls every 30 seconds for five minutes. Thus, the POU 
received by the Sand Table could be a new object, a modified oLd object or a duplicate 
SP _Descri beOb j ectV&ri ant PDU of an old objeo:.:t. 
Within process--.Pd ll the ocjectID of the cOll trol measure being described in the 
POU is searched for within the object database of the Sand Table. If found, the POU 
describes an oLd object. lncl uded as a member within the PO_MEASIJRES_CLASS is a 
string representation of the POU which created or lasl updated Ihe measure. The string 
representation of the old POU is then compared with the incoming PO l;. If they match, 
the ino:.:oming PDU is a duplicate and is ignured . If different, a member function of the 
PO_MEASVRES_CLASS. updat e , modifies the control measures attributes and o:.:hanges 
display if necessaTy_ Thl": function takes tile actual PDU as a parametrr til 
update the objen's membeTS. Tht funClion exhibits polymorphic behavior allt! i~ userl with 
;111 typcs of controlmcasmes 
Ii' tht ohjtCI conr.aintct in the ,';P rDU is not found in the 
local database the Sand Table adds the mea<;ure. The suh-protocol of the PDIJ is examined 
10 cklf:rrninf: of the connolmeasure and the appropriale constructor i, 
used to create an object of type PO_MEAS(I[-tES_CLASS. A pointer to the object :mrl the 
are then placed in the array which contains the database of the current 
control measures knov.'n by the Sand Table. rhe possible flows of the 
ale shown in Pigure 29 
4. Proct!s~ing of Outgoing PDll TraffIc 
Due to thl: limited managcment nature of the Sand Table, outgoing traffic i,;, equally 
limited and cOIll.:i~l:. Outgoing PDLs from the Sand Tabl l: can l~ put into two categories, 
the filst being <'handshaking" with MociSAf and the second being pnu, conceming 
obiects_ TIle ei[<;[ category is considered to be the responsibility of the entire Sand Tahk 
and as such, the functions participating are contained in PO_fUlKS.":": whil'h controls the 
stale of the Sand Table, The second category of functions are specific to the actual objects 
and as such are colilained as n~mbcr functions within PO_MEASURES_CLASS 
lJandshaking 
:\s soon as a Sand Tah1c initially opens its network connection, the Sand Table 
takes two actions to begin "handshaking" with !vlod,sAF. The first action is to stnd a 
' ~'.,ccn"" u".I--'DU. The purpose is to alert a ModSAI' station to the 
San" Table's presence:;o that the Sand Table can learn of the obj ects currently prest nt in 
lhe database, Re..:alling the 1--'0 Protocol, wllen a new simulator is detected the owners of 
persistent ohjecls begin tr:msmitting SF _Dec,TiLeCLj ,,,·nCeL.,nC PDlls for all owned 
objec ts so new simulators can Jearn the obwcts pre~ent (see Figure 6), After sending the 
SP_S _l.!'.1ula. ~or,T'~ :ent ". ; rU;',1, I--'nu, the Sand Table tben processes the 
00Uhas 
) obj ect :::oof 
~.~ 
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Figure 21): Processing 01" Descrihe Object PDU 
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Measure Not Found 
in Database 
PDL,s frOIT) all l\.olodSAF st ations preselll alld builrls a 
local database as described above tor dispby and manipulatioll of Lh t objtns 
TJle funcuon ini tiates the abovt" actions by creming a 
Figure 
5). A ddauit protocol version is supplkd to fill the ve r's':'on fiel d ot the PDU. DaLahas~ 
and t.\erciSt identiliers are set to USf'T s~ttings on start-up and are used LO fill the appropriate 
PDll fi eld,. TIle Sand Table fills t h~ ':, i 11 ,J ' i -'x:' field of the PDL" wiLh its host's host and 
sitenurntJus is Sf' t to nnknown 
is iniLiali1l'd to Il'ro, All oth~r t i~l,is ar~, initiali7,l'd to 1ero and the POI: is S!"nt. 
I'hl' Sl'conrl "hanrlshaking" action takf' n is to t nSUIt" that tht Sand 'I'abl n and any 
\-fodSAF stations are displaying Lhe overlay name d ":-'PS'\ET" I"ht" action is primarily 
for the ModSA1' stations which only display ovcrlays sclt-neu by the user. Any ohJect 
created must indudc the overlay it is assiglled to in Oldel to bc displayed. Thc Saud Table 
is designed to only di,play the "NPS'\'ET' overlay, llolletheless, it must Ix coordinated 
with ModSAF 
Initially, l.h,~ Sand Tablt- was dcsigned to listC'o to th~ n~twol'k for a 
predetennin r-:rl r.im~ to dctermint it an '"NPSNLT' overlay was already pre~nt . This 
don~ by examining DduiceC.cjc·cC . • ·aLl anC. PDUs of the ovl'rlay variant. If an 
~'aptured and uS t"d in subsequent 
nenlm'.'C."a<i QI" PDUs. If, however, an overlay wa, not captmerl, th~ 
Sand Tahle would crcatt" ,111 ilv~rlav. Th~ Sand Tabl~ would lIS ~ il~ OWII sit~ alld host in the 
fidel of III<' PDt); however, the field 
would be filk,d with on~ of two possihilities 
If a "slave'" simulator had been (.' aptured prior to building the overlay, it would 
he given ownership IJf the oV~llay. If no ~imlllaTl)r capture had l.)(xUHcd, tht Sand Tabl~ 
would a<;sume ownership. Tile Sand Table would then continue to try to capture a 
silliulator and as soon a.s it did, th~ Sand Tabk wOllld pass ownership of the ov r-:rby to the 
" Sl<IVC" simulator. This methorl is shown in rigur~ 30. 
Ovcrlay was 
Found 
If No "Slave" 
Simulator Has Been 
Captured 
O~~ Assume Local OWTlI:rship of 
Overlay 
- --'--_/ 
~-~-\ (t Continuc Looki;~ For "Slave" ~ (, 
~~~ 




Overlay not fo und 
in Allotted Time 
When "Slave" 
Captured 
Figure 30: Incorrect "Handshaking" Protocol 
r his method of handshaki ng, whill: seeming in itially correct, was determined to 
be unacceptable due to the cxistence of timing dependencies. A race condi tion existed in 
the order and timing in which simulators were brought on line 
If two Sand '1'ables wele brought up at the same time, it was possibk that neither 
would fi nd an overlay present at which time each would create its ow n overlay using their 
own site and host information for overlay initialization. As soon as a "slave" simulator was 
<.:aptured, ol,'mership of [Iolh "NPSNET" overlays would be passed. This created an 
ambiguity in tbat two (or more) different ovcTlays named "NPSNET' woulo exist. If this 
case existed , each Sand Table would he using its own exclusive overlay. further, if obWcts 
were <.:reatrd in M,odSAF. they would potentially havr to be assigned to thr multi]!lr 
ambiguous "NPSNET"' overlays. This condition is shown in Figure 31 
The second method for overlay "handshak.ing'· proved to be successful and 
actually simplc:r. Witll this mrlhod an overlay is created immediatdy upon Stilr! up by all 
Sand Table stations. However. the same overlay is created. In order to accomplish this the 
object:::Dof the overlay is fillrl! with a dummy site. host and object number, which is the 
same for all Sand Table stations. The SP _Desc ri,beCbjec t Vaciant PO U is sent to the 
net on start up. This creat(",s the possibility of many duplicates of the same overlay on lhr 
network; howrver. this is no problem since the PO Protocol already uses and handles 
duplication of ~;P_Dcsc ~' ite:)bjec tVarian: POUs . The final issue in this method is 
ownership of lhe overlay and this is dealt with in a rnan n~r similar to that used in the 
original Hawed oveday method 
Upon creation of thr overlay with dummy defaults ownership must be 
determined. If thr Sand Table has captured a "slave'" simulator ownershi p is assigned to 
that "slave." The revised overlay "handshake" is shown in Figure 32. The race <.:ondit ion 
situation with the rev ised protocol is shown in figure 33 
1£, however. a capture has not occurred, the Sand Tabk assurnrs ownership and 
will rebroadcast the S"_Ce scribeObJectVarian: POUs des(;fibin g the overlay . Upon 
capture of a simulator. ownership will be transferred to the ModSA F sla!ion and thr Sand 
Tablr will no longer rebroadcast I'DUs. If, by chance. two Sand Tables capture different 
( Sand Table A ) ( Sand Table B ) 
/-~ (Ie r Look fo, J ~ "NPSNET" 
. ! Overlay 
. ~/ 
Overlay not found 
in Allotted Tim~ 
Overlay not found 
in AJlotted T ime 
/-~~-r Create a New '\ Ov.erlay Using Sand 
.. able A Site and [~:;~ Ov~rlay USin.g Sand 
.. able B Sile and 





.vlodSAF station sees two 
"NPSNET" overlays with 
different cejectIDs 
Assumes two different 
overlay. Each Sand Table 
putting objects in separate 
overlay. 
FiguN'" 31: Overlay Race Condition 
"slave" sinlUlators, ownership will be sorted out by the PO Protocol as discussed in the 
previous chapter (see page 32) 
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Figure 31: Correct "Handsbaking" Protocol 
h. Ohjec/ messages 
Once hanrishaking has been completeo the Sano Table is able to senri PDUs 
pertaining to the actual objects in the planning problem. This is one of the most important 
aspl:Cls of the Sand Table in thM it ~_Il~bles th~_ Sand Tabk to transmit messag~_s concl:llIing 
the creation, placement and manipulation of obiects which is a major moth-ation for 
creating the Sand Tahle. Since the control measures are of riifferem typtS it marie sellsc fOJ 
communications relating to an obiect to be a memocr function within the class of that 
ohject 
All communications ~cnt by objt:<:ts utilizt: PDL~ of type 
Within each dnivl'd l~lass of PO_~1F.ASURES_CLASS 
( Sand Tahle A ( Sand Table B ) 
Send PDUs ~ 
With Overlay) 
~"--,/ 
ModSAF station sees one 
" NPSNEI' overlay with 
same objectIDs 
Figure 33: Corrected Race Condition 
are two fU llct.ions, upca:: e PDU :md sendPDU, which commun icate the current state of an 
objec t to thc network via a SP_ Persis t e ntObjec:: ?DU. The first functio n. updalepClJ. 
louis the me mber values describing the object into a 52_DescrjteO~jectVar ianl 
T he stX:ond function, sendPDU, completes the job by building the rest of the 
52 _ ?e rs i st e ntObjecr.PDU and putting the PDU on the network 
upda~ePDu can both update the stored PDU for an oUJect or it can actually 
create a PDU for a new object. The function flTs t checks to see if the membcr pdJ is NULL 
Recall (see page 50), pdu stores the most recent sp _DeSct-i~eO!JjcctVariant PDU for 
the object If pdu is in fact NULL. there e;.;iSIS no PDU describi ng the object. This could 
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occur from the local creation of an object which need;;; a PDI; to he huilt for it. If this is the 
case, storage fo:' :-:; P 
I'U LI is filled is set using 
the host and site of the Sand Tahlts workstation A number unique to that workS[atiun is 
assigned as th t obitct number portioll of thr fhe owner is se t to the site 
and host of tbe: "slaw" simulator if one has been captured 
one, [LLcL.:::s is set corresponding to the actual type of object for which the POC is bejng 
buil t and in the header overlDylll is set to the identifier of the "NPSNET" overlay_ After 
these portions of the PDL have been created the pointer to the ncw 
is assigned to the member pck 
LpdateFDU could also find that the memberc'c::u is not NLLL, meaning that a 
PDU describing the object is alrcady present In this case a new 
need not be created; rathcr. the current vJu \vill be 
the funCTions then increments "~,"e'''''Nmru,,, 
Recalling the PO ProtoL,ol (see page 32'1, this inClement wi)) the other simulators to 
aCl"ept the Lastly, the actual member values ot the: 
object. ~w:h as color, style and dilshed, are put into the corresponding fields of ule PDL: 
The constllJCtor illready shmved this corrr spondence and filling the: I--'IJU is a 
stwightfo.rwaJd aSSignment of values ,vith e:-;act assignmentde:pending on the variant of the 
suh-protO(;oL It should be noted that the actual member values ,,'ere created 01 fno,ditied 
e!sev,'here and the PDU is loaded with the current vailles of the members, Upon exit from 
the function the member p. u has the most recent PDU describing the obJcct 
I{ecalling the encctjecocc<] structure (see Figure 4), the 
is a variant within the whole POL So while uC::]J tePFT 
creates the conect variant ponion, the reSt of the persistent object PDU must be 
finish es this packaging ilnd sends the PDL on the network 
Header information such 
the run niug of a Sand Tahle. kind is set to S?_describ eObj"' ~ t i-' DUK i nd. Next,lhe 
vW'iant portion of the POU is set. This is accomplished by loading the contents of the 
member pdc. into the variant portion of the SP De s c ribe CJ b j ect Va::- i ant PDU, Lastly, 
the kngth of th<: POU is s<:t and th<: POU is sent to the n<:twork. Normally, when changing 
an objecc first update l'DU would he called to make prJu current, then send l'DU would be 
called to send the PDU. However, if in the future Ihe Sand Table manag<:d more of its 
objects, sendPDU could be used at any time to send the current state of an object. 
5. Local Creation of Control Measures Created at Other Stations 
Much of the local creation of control m<:asures created at other stations was covered in 
the discussions of the PO_MEASURES _CLASS, local object maintenance and receiving 
incoming POUs. Ho wever. now that each of the components in the creation of objec ts has 
b<:en di scuss<:d an ov<:mll view of the process can be seen. Upon receipt of a PDU, which 
has been determined not to current ly exist in th<: local database, a new object of a derived 
class of PO_MEASURES_Cl.ASS is created. The key \0 the creation is close correlation 
between the contents of the PDU and the actual members within the class of the object 
being creatcd With this correlation the constructor uses the actual 
SP _De.sc r i b e ObjectVariant portion of the PDU and extracts the object's state 
information directly. After cr<:ation lIsing the constructor, the object is put into an array 
containing keys and pointers to PO_MEAS URES_CLASS ohjects. Additionally, the 
graphical representat.ion of the m<:asure is added to the NPSNET scene graph. Subsequcnt 
manipulation. changes or deletions are handled polymorphically. 
6. Creation of Control Measures at Sand Table Stati()n 
rhe creation of obj<:cls on lhe Sand Table is accomplished using a Cone Tree menu 
system . The Cone Tree system will be described here only as it relates to the creation of 
control measures 011 the Sand Table with a detailed examimnion of the menu 
implementation being covered in Chapter V. The Cone Tree menus are 3D trees which are 
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orienteti vertically anti can be p laced on the teruin. At thr end of each branch an icon is 
present represeliting a menu choice. Figure 34 shows a cone tree with base level icons only 
::1 1 ;1 ~~(\ 
""",F'" 
Figlll'e ]4: Cone Tree !\lenu 
Sdection of one of the icons on a rree branch wil] ~xpand th~ tr~e upward by ont".levcl 
When an icon is selected, the icon. along with the branch leading to the icon, are 
highlighted giving an indication as to what icon has been selected. This can be seen in 
Figure 35, where a general point has been selected and the menu has been expanded by one 
level 
The expansion will proceed by what action the usef is trying to accomplish, fOf 
example building a point. The user will contintlt'. st".iecting icons up the tree until a 
terminator has been leached . Figurt". 36 SllO WS a check mark at the top of the uee e;>;pansion 
which is a possible terminator. Oncc a lerm.inatOI has bccn reached the user will s~lcct il 
and Ille choices the user rnad~ in expanding the Iret". will be implemented. 
Figure 35: Menu Expanded One Level 
Creation of objects is directly linked with the Cone Tree menu system The syStem 
currently allows for the creation of points, open lines and dosed lines, Icons for each of 
these measures can be seen in Figille 34 with the point icon being the military symbol for 
a general or check point (square atop 11 rriangle) , the open line being the line strip 
(bockwards deformed letter "C") and the dose,c\ line loop being the irregular shaped 
polygon. How objects are crealed ean best be explained by following examp les of crealion 
with the menu. 
Figure 36: Expansion of Menu to Termin:llOr 
Point Creation 
To crealc a point the u~er would seiec:t the general point at the IOWcsl lcve l of the 
menu ln~e. The menu would then expand offering three choices which represent the point 
style. This was shown in Figult~ 35. The nrxr slrp is to select one of the point measures to 
be buill. fi gure 17 shows the selection of 11 coordinating point (circle with a "X" in it) and 
the next level of expansion. 
Al this Ieve! of expansio n the user is presented with several circles eac h a 
differentloioT. Selection of one of the color panels expands the menu to a terminator whieh 
is shown in Figure 38 
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Figure 37: Second Expansion 8uilding a Point 
The fin al selcction of the terminator then places a point of the sekcted type and 
selected color at the point where the mcnu basc intersects the terrain. TIle men u then 
collapses and disappears. Having outlined the creation of an object from the graphical 
standpoint, the object creation and network aspects can be more easily understood 
Figure 38: Expansion 10 Tl;'rminalor Building a Point 
Thl;' fU lic tions which actually bui ld control measures locally on the Sand Table 
are contained in t.he fi le po build .cc AISD conta ined in po_build .cc are a set of Stale 
variables whil:h are global to po_build.l:c. These variables are shown in Figurc 39. 
int 
l!sho tT 
Fi:,:ure 39: State Variables in pO_huild.cc 
These variables currespond directly to member names within 
PO_MEASURES CLASS and the fields of SPJ)€sc r. i beC;"jectVariilll t . 1l1ese 
variables include the attTihutes which describe l:<Kh of the types of connol mea~ures. They 
contain the values of the control measure currently heing huilt by the mcnu system. in 
order to undl:rs tand the variables· use, the Cone Tree menu must bl: further exarnined 
Upon selection of an icon from the menu system, the icon and its branch are 
highlighted and the tree is expanded a level. However, this is only the graphical aspect of 
an icon selec tion . In add ition to these actions, wi th cach selection of an icon a callback 
funct ion is invoked. These callbatk fu nctions arc what actually enable the menu system to 
carry OUi expceted actions for icon ~election . During the crealion of an obj~ct these 
call back functions are used to set thc slate varia hies described above. At each level of the 
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menu some attributr of the object is being set in the state variable-.s the eal lbal'k 
functio ns 
Lising the example of neati ng a point. when the user selects the general point at 
th r lowest menu level, the Sand Tabk is informed that the constnlCtion of a point has 
begun . This is done by the callback associated with the general point icon which setS the 
state variable bu i Id Type to FO _ FO INT which is one of the types of contlOlmeasures. 
When the useT sekcts the coordinating point at the next leve l. the state variahle s t y l e is 
set via the icon 'S callback to SF _ PScoordinil. t in;, which defines one of the point styles 
in ModS AJ-. Lastly, when acolor panel is chosen, the state variable b·.u l dCol,y::: is set in 
the COIOI panel' s callback. Notr that only thos(". vari<1bles which are applicable to a 
particu lar control measure are sel. The only nerded state variable which was not set 
directJy by user icon selection is the actual location of the point. This state variable is 
contained in !Jo i n >: s. Since, when creating a point, tht'" stem of thr menu is Iht". location at 
whil'h the point will he placed , points is continuously updated whenevel the menu is 
movt:(L Each time tlw men u is moved (whic h may be in lhe middlt'". of poiTl! construction) 
the function pass!·:enu?os i t ion i ~ called . This function updates p o int s accordingly 
After each of the state variables is set the menu expands to the terminator icon which itself 
has a cal lback fu nction named bu i leIt CB. The expansion of the tree ano associa ted 
ac tions in building the meaSUle aTe given in Figure 40 and Figure 4 1. 
Within the bu:d dl tCR call back function the conITol measure is actually built 
The funct ion first checks bUl l cType which was set dur ing menu expansion and indicates 
the type of measurr 10 be created. Upon determination of type , the appropriate constructor 
is ca lled. Statr variables are sent as construCtor paramrters and the measure of 
PO POI NT_CLASS is created . !-lav ing created tilt,. measure as a PO]OINT CLASS, the 
graphical leplesentation of the l'ontrol lneasures must be added to the Performer sct".ne ilee 
Within the PO_POTNT _ CLASS object is the member po I ys which contains the Performer 
pfGro up of the objec t. This pfGlOup is added to thr Sand Tabk. scene, Next, the newly 
Cleated object must lK pUl into the Sand Table control measure database. Recal ling this 
L Menu Placement. 
pil.ssMeu '.IPosi t i on 
pJaces terrain position in 
point s state variable. 
2. Build Point leon Selected. 
State variahle bui ldType set 
via icon· s call back to 
PO_POINT . 
J. Coordinating Point Icon 
Selected. 
State variable s t_yle is set via the 
icon 's callback to 
SP _.PSc:oordia at i n g. 
Figure 40: Actions in Building a Measure 
4. Color Panel Selected 
State variabk bu i ldColor is S~t 




5. Terminal Icon Selected 
State vlu-iables have ali been set. 
Call bu ildltCB and build poin t. 
Figure 41; Acl.ions in Ruilding a Measure (Continued) 
from the above sections (see page 56), to be induded in the database an object needs a 
pointer to a PO_M EASUKES_CLA SS whic h is Cfr.ated using the constructor and a key 
which co nsists of thr. cbj ecc TD 
T he ob.lec tl D is constructed using the site and host at the Sand Table 
simulator. The object rl llln ber portion of ob ject l D is selected fro m the variable obj ee l 
which is contained in po_funes.ce. With this da ta obj ecelD is creat~d and the meaSUfe is 
inserted ill to the database of contro l measures. TIle final ac tion needed in the creat ion of 
the object is sending the new object description to the network. This is accomplished by 
u pc]il. tePDU and sendPDlJ which were both described above (see page 67) 
b. Line Cre(ltion 
The creation of linear control measures differs from that of point creation only 
in the graphical building of the line and the actual constructor used to create the measure 
The obvious difference arises in that a line consists of many points rather than just one. The 
construction of a line can best be understood by again following an example of building a 
line using the menu. From the base level of the Cone Tree menu, the open line icon is 
chosen. The menu expands one level, the open line icon and branch are highlighted and the 
callback function SelS b uil d 'I'ype to PO_LINE. Additionally, a flag is set which enables 
the sekction of locations on the terrain. This llag is in po_build.cc and is named 
addingLin e . This expansion can be seen in Figure 42. 
At the next level in the Cone Tree menu are a selection of line segments each of 
different thickness. Selection of a thickness detennines how thick the line being 
constructed will be. Selecting a line thick.ne~s expands the menu and sets t hl.cknes s via 
the callback function . TIle expansion is shown in Figure 43 
The next level of expansion is again a selection of circles each containing a 
different color. The selection is the same as with point construction expanding the menu 
to the terminator and setting bui l dColor. This is shown is Figurc 44. 
Th~ construction of a line diverges from that of a point at this time . When 
JddingL i ne is set, the \eft mouse button is enabled to pick terrain. When the user clicks 
on terrain a small cone is placed on the terrain at the location selected to indi<.:ate the point. 
When more than ont: point is selected a line is drawn over the terrain connecting the points 
This is shown in Figure 45. 
As each additional point is added the line is extended to include the point. Each 
of the (;one point indicators can be dragged and dropped to change the position of the linc. 
Further, the entire line can be dragged and dropped to a new location. These graphical 
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Figure 42: First Ex pansion Buildillg a Lille 
concepts will be covered in Chapter Y. The imponant cllaracteristic to he considered here 
is the actual buildin g of the li ne. As each point is placed on the terrain, tile location is put 
into the state variable poin ts and the sta le variable Ilwnp oin t s is incremented. \Vhen 
the terminator is selected b u:lldIt CB is again called. Based on bui l d 'I'.IPf'! the 
constmctor for a PO_LINE_CLASS is invoked. The measures graphical representation 
and PO_MEASURES _CLASS representation are added into the Sand Table in the exact 
same way the point measure was added. Simi larly, 'J;;;datePDU and ben d PDlT are caJled 
to send the new conlrol measure to the network. 
The creation of a c l o~ed line and minefield arc the same as the construction of a 
liue with the exception of the last point being connected to the fi rst point of the line. Lastly, 
the creation of text from the S<lnd Tabk is not availllhle in the current implementation 
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Figure 43: Second Expansion Building a Line 
7. Proper Displa)' of Control Measures on the Sand Table 
The actual display of the control Tlteasun:s is accomptishr-d by creating a Performer 
pfGroup for I;.':ach control measure known by the Sand Table. Within each 
PO_MEASURES_CLASS object is the membt:r [)()lys which contains a pointer to the 
pfGroup representing the control measure. These pfGroups are then added to L--'po_meJ.s 
which is contained in po_funes.cc. L--.po_meas is a pfGroup itself and is the parent of all 
control measures in thl;.': sCl;.':ne graph. 
The display of the contra] measures can be toggled by using the function 
tQgg l e-.l)o_ o i sp l ay. When the funo::tion is called. it determines whether or not the 
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Figure 44: Expansion to Terminator Building a Line 
control mea~ures are CllITI:,mly bei ng di splayed. If so, t h~ function 
;.x' _ display _ mpasu res is called and if not the fu nction po .. h i08_I;Iea s u res is called 
These functions are straightforward with po_d i splay _measu r8S addi ng L_po_ meas to 
the .I'\' PSNET ~cene graph and po_ h i de_measures remov ing (but not deleting) 
L_po_mea s f rom the scene graph. 
rhe adding of LJ )o_meas to the NPSNET scene graph and th t: adding ofthepfGroups 
represented in the member polys is the only graphicall:onnection bet\veen the Sand Tahle 
and NPSNET lV .~ rht: additional pfGroups ami pfGeodes whil:h repr~sent the control 
Figure 45: Point Indicator During Line Construction 
measures are part of the normal Performer graph traversal. This is not meant to say that the 
graphical portion of the Sand Table is trivial; rather, it should be noted that L---'pO_r"lto d 3 is 
the only '"huok" into the NPSNET scene graph. Further, no changes in the control measun:s 
will ever have an effect above L--»o_meas in th~ sc~ne. The actual graphical 
implementation of th~ Santi Table brlow L--'pc_mea::; is very extensive and will be covered 
in detaiL in Chapt~[ V 
K l\.lanipulation and Movelllent of Control "l\.-teasures on the Sand Table 
Thc final ta~k which the Sand Table must accomplish is the moving and manipulation 
of control measures. Control measures can be moveo on other simulators and their 
movement is rdlected on the Sand Table. Similarly. objects can be dragged a.no dropped 
on the Sand Table and roes will be broadcast to reflect the movement. TIle rnovelnent of 
;In obje,ct by another station will be seen at the local Sand Ta.ble only through the receipt of 
SP _DescribeObJec r.Variant. PDUs. The receipt of these has already been considered 
but basically the mcmber v<llues of the objcct will be upd<lted to reflect any change which 
the PIJUs may indicate. TIIC member function up::J.ar. e will use the incoming PDU to 
change any members of the object lIeedilig update. Any geometry changes will also be 
accomplished with modification of the P:J ly s pfGroup. 
The manipul:Hion and movement of control measures by the local Sand Table is a 
much more intensive task. Currently only movement of the control measures is 
implemented in the Sand Table. in this case the factors to be considered were the "picking·' 
ot conrrol measures. the dragging of control me,asures, the dropping of control measures. 
the updating of the PO_\,fEASURES_CLASS object. the updating of 
S P _ Dese r i.beOb j e e t Va r: i an r. PIJUs the sending of 
The updating and sending of the PDLls is accomplished in the same way the PDU was 
created when a new object was crcated on tile Sand Table. This is accomplisheo by 
u rxi " t e PDU and senj l'IJU which were both described earlier (see page 67) . The 
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updating of the PO_MEASURES_CLASS object. is accomplished as part of the dropping 
of the control measure. When dropped the member point s (sec page 50) is modified to 
reflect the dragging of the measure. The member Do l ys is also changerilO reflect the new 
terrain over which the measure is located . Currently. the measures can only be dragged so 
only poinr. s and polys change. The picking, dragging and dropping of measures will be 
covered in more detail in Chapter V. 
C. SUMMARY 
This chapter gave an operational and design overview which highlighted basic 
elements of funct ionality which were designed and constructed. The Sand Table 
representation of control measures was discussed with the examination of the 
PO_"t\1CASURES_CLASS C++ class which is used to maintain objects. The maintaining 
of the database of control measures utilizing an array was examined. The receipt and 
processing of POlls using functions in pO.Juncs.cl· was examined to include capturing of 
Simulator Present POUs, Delete Object POlls and Describe Object POUs 
The sending of POUs utilizing r.he polymorphic member functions ·.lr;date?DIJ and 
sen ciPDC; was examined. Abo, the sending of "handshaking" POUs was discussed. The 
local creation of contro l measures was examined using examples of object creation llsing a 
cone tree menu system. Lastly , the display, manipulation and movement of control 
measures was intl"Oduced and will be covered in more depth in Chapter V. 
V. CONTROL MEASLRE VISLALlZA TION AND MANIPLLATION 
A. TNTRUIHJCTION 
Having discussed th~ major design and imp lementation considerations, the specific 
graphical considerations will now be examined. A goal of the Sand Table was the intuiti ve 
placement and manipulation of control measures which will depict the pJan being 
con structed (sec page 7). While much of the control of PDU s and maintenance of control 
meas ure~ bas been cover<~d , the actual 3D graphical interface aspcl: ts of the Sand Tah le 
must now be examined. 
In the cunent version of the Sand Table points. li nes and mineficlds can be visualized 
and man ipulated. Each will be examined and detail; however. some higher leve l desig rl 
characte ri stic5 must first tx~ considered . Pl acement of measures was chosen to correspond 
to a logi cal and visually appealing method. Measures placed on the terrain are eas ily seen 
yet do not overwhelm the scene. This is accomplished by making the measures the correct 
size and by appropriately orient ing the measures with regards to the terrain 
Point control measures are p lacr.<l "on the ground." This is the most logical choice 
since a point control measure wi ll refer to a specific point on the terra in. The points are 2D 
o bjects whidl aft~ " billboarded" to face the vie\\'er. Care mUSt be t ab~n so that the points 
will not sin k into the ground nor hover over the ground. The "sinking" would tk visually 
unappealing and the "hovering" wou ld create an ambiguous cue as to wherc the measure 
was actually located over the ground. \V hi le the objects arc represen ted with a 20 icon the 
vi sualization is suffic ielll and appealing. As was stated earl ier (see page 17) the symbols 
i.l sed a re a l)\~ady ddineo and have been used on over lays and other two dime ns ional 
methods of ponrayin g control measures. It is (juestiona bk whether a 3D representation of 
these familiar icons would bettcr the v isualization. Where the Sand Table enhances the 
display is that the familiar 20 icons arc presel1ted and manipulated in the 3D virtual 
environment. The "billboarding" ensures thm the familiar icon view is always oriented 
couectly towards the viewer. Further, as the distance between the viewer and icon changes, 
the size of the icon behaves as expected in that it becomes smaller when viewed from a 
gremer distance. The result of this desigu is that there is no ambiguity as to what mili tary 
symbol the icon represents nor is there ambiguity as to the exact position of the point on 
the terrain. Ttlis is shown in Fi gure 46. How this visualization is actually accomplished 
will be covered below in Section B 
Figure 46: Point Placement on Terrain 
The two lint:ar control measures, lines and mineficlds. are representerl in a rlifferelll 
manner. Unlike points, lint:s and mint:flelds currently "hover" ovt:r the terrain. While this 
created an ambiguous location in the case of a point this is not the case for linear measures 
This is due to the nature of a linear control measure which allows the t:ye to "fix" a line 
over terrain. The line is taken as a whole and tht: mind conlXtly correlates the linear 
measure's position. This is also enhanced with the way lines arc placed over the terrain. 
In the Sami Table linear o:.:antroj measures are "terrain following." 
Contrasting a point which is placed at a singlt~ point hence, a single devation. a linear 
conuol measure consists of many points and varying terrain altitudes. The lincar control 
measures arc placed (0 follow these elevations with the height at which the measure 
"hovers" bei ng constant. The linear rneasmcs follow the contours and folds of the terrain 
This is shown in Figure 47. Lsing a physical analogy, the linear measures arc placerl ilke 
an decuical power line over hilly terrain. 'Ille power line mainlaim a constant height above 
the ground. The contoU11ng allows for unambiguous placement of the lines with the terrain 
itse lf gi ving cues as to where the linear measure is located. The placement also allows fo r 
hetter visibility of the line from a variety of altitudes and viewer orientations. Lastly. the 
placemcntdiminates the need to deal with Z"hufferproblcms which would OCCUI if the line 
and terrain were placed at the samt'o position 
Figure 47: Line Placement O~'er Terrain 
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Once visualized, the Sand Table must also have the means to manipu late the control 
mea~ures. Various options were considered. One option was using a 3D mouse cursor to 
select positions on the terrain and select control measures themselves. The cursor would 
"float" through the air above the terrain appearing as a 3D object with .~ize and orientati on 
being based on viewt""T perspective. This was deemed unnecessarily complicated in the 
initial application of the Sand Table since all of the mouse functionality would have the 
natural constraint of ei ther referencing terrain or actual Objects. However. this should not 
suggest that such a system will 1I0t be of utility in futun: development. Of particular note 
would be a stereoscopic application. in which a true 3D mouse cursor would have to be 
revisited 
The method actually implemellted was a 2 1/20 mouse cursor system. The term "2 
1/20" refers to the fact that the mouse only moves in two dimensions ; however, its 
placement on terrain or on an object gives the third dimension implicitly . This is shown in 
Figure 48 
Tht"". use of the 2 1/20 cursor offers several advantages. The firs t is its simplicity. The 
user need not \earn any special mouse functionality. T he mouse and its cursor. fu nctions 
as a user fami liar with a PC or workstation mouse expects. Next, by using the mouse in 
this manner. programnting of mouse input is simplified by using Iris GL' s existing mouse 
functionality which incl udes deterrni ning mouse SCft"".en position and mouse button status. 
The last benefit of using the 2 1/2D mouse is the ability to use: Performer picking 
fu nctionality. "Picking" refers to the selecting of a piece of the Perfornler scene using 
mouse pOSition. Especially useful is the ability in Performer to query a pick to return the 
pfGeode or pfGroup which was sc:lected by a mouse location. These specific Performer 
aspects will be considered in detai l below. As will be shown. while offcring a great deal of 
capability, the Perfonner "picki ng" functionality was not without unexpecte:d 
implementation difficulties. 
USing the 2 1/2D mouse: system the capability of a "hot mouse" was included in the 
design of the Sand Table interface. The tcrm "hot mouse' rrfers to some indication being 
Figur~ 48: 2 1!2D C ursor Impl~m~lItation 
giv~n to the use! when the mouse cursor is over an object, in the Sand Table which may be 
manipulated , wi thout a mouse button having to be depressed. Specifica ll y, when til e 
cursor passes over a cOlltrol measure a ll Ihe Sand Table the mea~lIre is highlighted with a 
d ifferent co lor. clltTently a bright pink color. When the CUlsor is no longer located over an 
obj~c t the o bject's color relllfllS to its original color. When the cursor is located over t~rrain 
or sky noth i.ng is highligh t~d . The " hot mo use" giv~s visual feedback 10 the lIser as to 
which control measure is cllrremly being sclected with the llser then heing able to select a 
mouse button which wi ll rnan ipub te the mcasure. Tile "hot mouse"' is shown ill Figure 49, 
Figure 51 and Figure 50 
8. GRAI)HJCAL MEASURE lMPLEMEl\"TATION 
.1 laving presemed an overview of the actual interface funCtionality of the Sand Table, 
the. speci fic implememation wil l he examined. Recall. each conlJol measure is represented 
Figure 49: Hol Mouse Object Highlighting 
t ' igurc 50: Hot Mouse Point Highlighting 
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Figure 51: Hot. Mouse Line Highli~htin~ 
in three oifferent ways (see page 49). The first is how it is stored within the 
PO MEAS URES_CLASS, the second is how it is stored in the 
SF _Descr ibeObJect Vd r i J r1 l PDU and the last is how the measure is actually oisplayed 
with Performer. The graphical interfiICt". of the Sand Table is cono:.:erned with the last of 
these and lIses the firs t two to actually construct the last 
As discussed in Chapter rv, the PO_MEASUKES_CLASS (see Figure 21) a member 
polys oftype;;: fG ro'.1p · is included in the class. The pfGWllp which polys points to is 
rhe graphical representation of that measure. So in essence each obje\.:t stort",ej in the Sand 
Table oatabase has a pointer to the pfGrollp which represen ts itself. Within the conStructors 
of each of the derived !.:lasses of PO~EASURES. CLASS. the rnernbers defining the state 
of the control Ille~sure are assigned either by cxn-~ct ing thc appropriatc fields frolll the 
SP _De scr i beObJectVa r ..i.an t PDl) or the values are passed direct ly via parameter 
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Additionally, within the constructor is the as~ignment of a pointer to the pfGroup, to 
the member pc l y s. This is accomplished by as~igning the return value of the member 
function make_rlea s to po l ys. ~J:)lys is then available for inclusion on the Performer 
scene graph which is done by adcling the pfGroup to L-->Jo_me as. See "Proper Display of 
Contro l Measures on the Sand Table" on page 82. 
An overall flow in the creation of a control measure from a grJphical stanclpoint can 
now be considered. First, a higher level function such as buildH. CB (see page 77) or 
processJ)cu (sec page 58) will need to create an object of type 
PO .MEASURES_CLASS. When the constructor is invoked make moas will create the 
pfGroup which represents the object and a pointer to the group will be stored in po l y s. 
The higher level function will then have access to the pfGroup through poly~ to add the 
Another possibility is the receipt of a 
SF _Desc r i beOb j eeL Varia:1t PDU which is a modification of an object already in the 
Sand Table database. In this case the member function update (sec page 5 1) is called 
which removes the old pfGroup from polys and assigns a new pfGro up via make_meas 
to be used by the higher level fun ction. Similarly, if an objcct were deleted, its pfGroup 
would be removed and deleted via the polys pointer. The dele tion wou ld be accomplished 
by de 1 e te_obj ect (see page 58). This liow in which the graphical portion of an obJeCT 
is managed is depicted in Figure 52 
r'1ake_meas is where most of the desired fu nctionality givcn in the graphical ov~rview 
is accomplished make_meas actually constructs the Performer geometry which is 
rendered in the Pelfmmer draw process. S ince each type of control measure is constructed 
differently, the placing of make_meas as a member functio n within the 
PO_MEASURES_CLASS derived classes is another logical usc of polymorphism. The 
actual implementation of make_mea s for each of the der ived classes is covered in detai l 
in the nex.t section). Descriptions of the Performer functions and types used Ci/n ~ found 
in the IRIS Perfonner Prngrarruning Guide and in ~ubsequent C++ excerpts pert·ormer 
functions begin with the preri;.;. ·'pf' 
Figure 52: firaphical Creation Flow of Control Measures 
C. POIl\TS 
Th~ curr~llt Sand Table irnpkmrntation has the ability to rrpn~S t': nt rhrt':t': different 
killds of points from th~ possihle seventeen styles of points (see page 14) in ModSAF. The 
points include the grneral checkpoint, the coordinating point and the contact point. These 
three point, arc shown in figure 53. Only three points are cWTently represented; however, 
the underlying arc hitecture can support any number of points and the CUTTrnt Sand Table 
versions serves as a proof of concept. TIle actual construction of the points is accomplished 
in the PO_POINT _CLASS make_ meas which is contained in po_funcs.cc 
0 ~ 9 Contact Coontinating Point 
Point General 
Point 
Figure 53: l)'pes of Point Measures Represented 
rile actual geometry of the points is contained within a pfGeoS et which is added into 
a ptBillboard to achieve the desired "billboarding" effect. The billboard effect ensures tha t 
the point measure always faces the viewer. This structure, along with using pffiboardPos 
to posit ion the points. inilially seemrd sufficient to represent a point rnrasure. 
Unfortunately, due to drsired functiooality and Pnfonner 1.2 dot.:umented deficiencies, 
the fi nal structure used is much more complicated . Jf subsequent versions of the Sand 
Table are \vritten using Pcrformer 2.0, the structure may be more simplified and closer to 
that described above . 
The deficiencies are in two areas. The tIrst is the inability to use the Performer picking 
functions on points . lines or other pfGeoSet~ which are in billboards. Since a goal in the 
graphical functionality was to "'pick" objects with a 2 laD mouse cursor, this deficiency 
presented a problem. The point mea~ures were constructed using line strips and were 
placed in bi llhoard structures, resu lting in the loss of the ability to pick the measure, 
The second deficiency is Pert'orrner's inabil ity to " hi ghlight" geometry within a 
pfBillboard. Performer has a Iype, pfHighlight, which enables a node to be '"highlighted" , 
i.e. re ndered in a color different than spec ificd in its pfGeoState, simply by referencing the 
appropriate pfi\ode for highlighting and marked the node during scene traversal. This 
deficiency created a problem with the desired "hot mouse" graphical functionality si nce the 
point measures were to be placeo inside of billboard structures, The resulting 5trucmre is 
less elegant than desired; ho\vever, it successfully works around the Performer deficiencies 
and implements the de"ired fun ctionality_ The struc ture is shown in Figure 54, 
TIle structure shown in Figure 54 solves both the ·'highlighting" and the "picking" 
problems. In order to solve the "picking" problem, an additional strU[[ljre had to be added 
to the point \vhich was not a child of a pffi illboard. To accomplish this the ptDCS was 
added to the structure of the point measure, The Performer "picking" functions cal1 pick 
through a pIDeS. In order to "pick" a point measure the u'ansparent backboard is actually 
the pfNode which is being "picked", The Performer graph is then followed backwards 
using pfOetParent to fi nd tht partnt group which represents the point. Picking will Ix: 
discussed later but of importance here is the ability of Periormer to "pick" the transparent 
polygon which is collocated with the visible geomerry of the point measure 
In order to solve the "highlighting" problem the lise of the organic pfH ighlight had to 
be abandoned. In order to achieve point measnres which change to a highlighted color the 
pfSwitch in the figure. was used. A pfSwitch allows the option of rendering selected 
children of the switch, all of the children of the sw itch or none of the children. In Ihe case 
of the point, the children reprc,;CIlt the point geomelIy rendered in tht actual color oj the 
measure, i.e. the desired color of the measure on the Sand Table, or the highlighted color 
Only one of the children is rendered at any time. The effect is that the measure ilppears to 










}<"igure 54: Point Measure Performer Structure 
Notc, that the point measures' pfOeoSets are still children of pfBillboards so the 
"billboard" effect is retained, 
Next examined is the actual bui lding of the pfOeoSct which contains thc geomctry of 
the point. Point measures are constructed using line strips to actually reprcsenllhe point 
icon, Performer has the abili ty 10 construct line strip primitives, To accomplish this, the 
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attributcs of the pfOt'oSet arc sct using pfGSeu\ttI. II sect.ion of the Sand Table's C++ 
code ill ustrates how tile pfGeoSet is being constructed and is presenter! in Figure 55. 
~mLL ) ; 
Figure 55: Creation of Point Measure pfGeoSet 
gset is of type pfGeoSet in the figure above. The important attributes which are set 
are PF" GS _ COORD3 anrl PFGS _,COLOR~ , The pfC,'Oe t At. t r fu nction call which contains 
PFGS_COORDJ sets the actua l vertices of the line strip being d rawn. An array of pfVec3, 
pcintVert s, is supplied as a parameter in this pfGSetAttr function call. The 
pfG,;etAl t r f unction call which contains PFGS_COLOR4 sets the actual color of the 
pfO,~oset with co l or being a pfVec4 whieh contains the ROnA vector of the des ired 
color. p:GSetPrim'I'".I;Je sets the actual Perfonner primitive type to be Ilscd in 
construction of tile pfGeoSet, in this case PFGS_ LINSSTKTPS. When constructing the 
transpan:nt b<lckboarrl the primitive type is set to PFGS OUADS which builds a quadrilateral 
polygon rather than a line strip 
p f GSetNumPnrr,s sets the number of primitives which wi ll be inclurled in the 
pfGeoSet. More specifically, when using the above method 10 eonSLIuct a line strip , a 
pfGeuSCI Iliay .:omain several WICUIlIlt:C!ed li llc strip ,I<;gmenls to ICpl('~cnt the desired 
geometry. An analogy woulrl be drawing a picture with H pencil on a piece of paper. Each 
time the proneil is lifted from the paper a line strip segment is left on the paper which 
comprises one part or primitive of the entire drawing, Referring to the coordinating point 
in Figure 53, the corresponding pfGeoSet for the coordinating point would consist of threr, 
pr imitives, one segmr,nt for the circk, and one for eilch of the lifles comprising the "X". 
Lastly, p fGSet Pri mLengLhs SdS the total number ofvt"Ttices used in the pfGeoSei's 
line mips. With the actual construction of the pfGeoSet being outlined, tht: remaining 
con~ideration is how ee1or, pcinr.Ve r r.s, !lumPri.ms and l ength_vee arc given the 
coneet values for the point being constructed. Recalling the PO_MEASURES_CLASS, 
eo lo r is already a member of the class (see Figurr, 21) and its value should be SCI prior to 
calling make_ weas, The next thn:e parameters used in the construction of a point arc 
con wined in a fik which stores the geometry for each point. Since the geometry of point 
measures is relatively simple, point geometry is created in advance for each style of point 
and stored in a file for future use. The fil e format is simple containing the number of 
primi tives, the number of vertices in each primitive and a list of the x, y and z coordinates 
for each vertex. The file is stored as a text file with the suffL" ".1st" (l ine slTip). 
The total functioning of ffiake~neas can now be examined . When ealkd. 
IT'.ak e_ffieas examines style of the PO_POINT._CLASS object. Based on this style the 
appropriate file is opened and nl ... mP!:ims, length_vee and the aemal vertices are read. 
Three pfGeoSets are then created, the first is created using the code of Figure 55. The lIext 
uses the samt: code except for the setting of PFGS_COLOR4 in which a pfVec4 for the 
desired highlight color is supplied as a parameter. Lastly, a pfGcoSet is created using a 
primitive type of PFGS_QUADS rather than PFGS_ LIN::::STRIPS and a ".Ist" file containing 
vertices for the transparent polygon. A lTansparent color is also suppJied 
The first two pfGeoSets are then added to the pfBillboards and the last pfGcoSet is 
added to the pfGeode which is added to the pfDCS of Figure 54. The rest of the slTuClllre 
of Figurt: 54 is tht:n constructed by simply creating the shown pfNodes and adding the, 
corresponding children. The fillai consideration is the act.ual location of the measure. 
Recalling PO_j\'lEASURES_CLASS (see figure 21 on page SO) the location of the poim 
measure is cont.,ined in the member points . This location is used to position r.he two 
pfBiliboarrls and th t: pfDCS which arc updated to be coincident with I-Jo i n t s t:nsuring the 
point geometry and the backboard ust:d for picking are collocated 
This completes the construction of the poim measurt: wh ich is contained in the 
pfGroup shown in the Figure 54 The pointer to this pfGroup is then returned and assigned 
into p o l y s. 
D. LL'IES 
The next version m€as to be exami nrfl is that used to create the Performer 
representation for a linear conrrol measurt:. The current version of the Sand Table only 
implements one style of line: however. the thickness and color can be varied. Ideally, the 
repn:sentation of the li ne wO ll ld consist of a single pfGeode which contained a pfG("".oSet 
for a single li ne strip over the terrain. Howevt:r. the Performer limitations which created 
problems in «highlighting" and «picking" of points ha v("". the same efft:cts on lines although 
to a lesser extent. Linear control measures do not use pfBillboards but they are constructed 
using line strips which precludes imnwfliate "picking" and "highlighting" using Performer 
functions. Another considerat ion is that unlike points. which have the same geometry and 
are simply moved using billboard position and OCSs, every line has a unique geometry 
describing it and in order to accomplish "terrain following" graphical functionality. as 
descrilx.d above. the geometry of a line will change each time it moves. The resnlt of this 
consideration is that every duplicative pfGeoSet used to correct for "picking" and 
"highlighting" may have adverse conseq uences on performance dlJe to the recurring 
construction of lines 
The resulti ng Performer structure is shov.·n in Figure 56. While not as complicated as 
the Perfonner structure for a point. the actual construction still has a redundant 
repl"<~ sentat jon of the measure which has a ~ Ii ght performance penalty. 
Comparison of the linear structu re with the point Sffilctllfe can assist in understanding 
the structure. The fi rst notable differences are the lack of pfSwitchs, pfHi llhoards and 
pfDCSs Switches are not usC".d because while a duplicate li ne could be made in the 
pol ys------+-- : ... ~:~~~~; ••• : 
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Figure 56: Linear Measure Performer Structure 
highlight color, the performance penalty would he too great. This is due to the fact that 
even though the additional li ne strip would solve the "highlighting"prublem a line strip still 
cannot he "pic ked" so an additional structure wou ld still have to he added resulting in three 
representations of the san1\: line. "11](: above structure results in only one duplicate 
pfCieoSet heing created rather than two 
pfHiliboards arc not needed because lines are not rotated with respect to the viewer and 
are placed absolutely over the terrain. Lastly, pruess are not needed because the actual 
point locations on the terrain are used in the construction of the line strips in the ptGeoSet 
This differs from the line strips used for tile points in which the icon was drawn using a 
fe/alive coordinate system and then translated to a location on the terrain. 
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The linear measure structure pre,ellted in Figure 56 solves the "picking" and 
"highlighting" problem by using the fact that while a line strip cannot be "picked" a triangle 
strip can be "picked" Hence, while the pfGeode containing the line strips is used to 
auually rendcr the lim:, the transparent triangk strip is used to qllery a mOllSC hit. The 
query will return the pfGeode colltaining the triangle stTip and the Pelformer scene graph 
can be followed backwHds to the parent pfGroup as was done with the point Performer 
In order to highlight the "picked" group the actual color attributes of the pfGeoSet are 
l:hanged dynamically. This is done in the func tion poBighLight which is contained in 
the file highlight.cc. This is aC(;omplished by using p f co;pt.Att r each time the line is 
highlighted. pf GS f' tAtt r is invoked ~tting PFGs._c o ::.nPA to the desire.-! highlight color 
The old PFGS _COLOR4 is reta ined and p :': CSptAtt r is again invoked when the measure 
needs to return to its actual color. This solution may also seem applicable to the point 
measure eliminating the need for a duplicate pfGeoSe!; however, it was discove red whik 
programming the measures, that the changing of color's attributes did not work when the 
pfGeoSe t was the child of a pfBillBoard 
Having described the stmcture in which the linear control measure is represented, the 
actual construction will be e:\amincd. An e:\cerpt from the PO_LlNE_CLASS member 
functi on makc _ :l1f'as will agaill serve as a good starting point and is presented in Figure 
57. The code is nearly identical to that presentt"'fl for the paim measure with some 
exceptions which will be discussed 
is again of type ptGeoSet and stores the actual geomet.ry of tht"' line . cOOJ::'ds is 
a pointer to an anay of pfVec3 which contain the x. y and z coordinates of the vertices in 
the line. colc~' is a pfVec4 rnembt"'r value of the c lass and should have been set prior to 
calling rr.ake_ffiPas. The primitive type is ~till PFCS_ ::'INESTRIPS; however, the number 
of primitives is only one since the pfGeoSet will consist of only one connected lint"' strip 
l ength_ve ::- contains the number of vertices in the line strip. Lastl y, pfGSet l, ine,-J i cit l: , 
Figure 57: Creation of I,inear Measure pfGeoSet 
as the name implies, set~ the width of the actual line strip in pixels using the class member 
th i ckness which like color should be set prior to calling make~meas. 
What remains to be determined is coo r ds and l engt.h~vec which are interrelated 
and determined as follows. Unlike poin t measures, whose geometry is known a priori. the 
number of vertices and actual vertex values must be calculated for each line. Recalling the 
PO_MEASURES_CLASS (see Fi gure 21), the member poirrt.3 contains the vertices of 
the line. However. these vertices arc not enough to construct a line because their 
granularity is not small enough. Marc specifically, when constructing a line, the user 
places points at where the line changes direction (see Figure 45) . T his is not based OIl 
terrain elevation; rather. it is only based on geographic position. 
In order to achieve a perfect '"trrrain following" functionality for the lines, the actual 
elevation of the terrain must be kHown at all points on the terrain uncler the line. These 
elevations would then he used to elevate every point of the line scrip the proper rlistance 
above the terrain. While a perfect line strip is impractical, the concept shows that more 
elevation samples are needed under the line than those of the locations chosen by the user 
and stored in ;Jo i nr.s. 
An example will clarify the concept and is presented in Figure :'is and Figure 59. 
Fi gure 58 illustrates a line constructed using only the vertices given in p oints. As can be 
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seen. the given points are not su fficient to make a smoot h linc over the terrllin. The line 
actually goes through terrain because the devations simply connect the vertices of poin ts . 
f igure 59 takes each line segment between twO vertices in ;JO l.nrs and subdivides the 
segment in to smaller segme nts. The result is a sequence of e levation "posts" and a close1 
<·terrain following" [('".presentation_ Note that in flat terrain fewer pOStS are required than in 
steep mountainous terrain. Additionally. a lower resol ution line (fewer elevation "posts") 
can be used when moving or manipulating a line, which is exactly whllt is done when the 
Sand Table drllgs a line. This will be exam ined later. 
Figure 58: Calculating Line Strip Vertices Using Only p:JinL ~ 
T he result of suhdivision is that during actual line construction points is used to 
construct initial line segments. The angle between each set of twO vertices in po i nts is 
calculated to form the initia l line segmen t. This line segment is then subdivided into 
smaller segments giving a set of additional venires located on the initial line segment, 
between the two original points, at the correct elevation. Each of the veniees is <ldded to 
Figure 59: Calculating Line Strip Verticl'S Using Suhdi\'ision 
an array of vertices stored at coo rd::; and thr to tal number of vertices is stored at 
l ength_ vee. eoords and length_vee are then used for the actually consu"uction of the 
pfGeoSet as shown in Figure 57. Lastly, if a linear measure is being constructed as a closed 
line loop a line segment is constructed fro m thc last vertex in puiat s to the first, the 
segment is subd ivided as above and the vertices and number of vertices arc added to 
and lengt h_'Jec. 
This completes the construction of the visible line strip: however, Ihe transparent 
triangle SITip used for picking must also be construc ted . The triangle strip is oriented 
vertically and the pfGeoSet for the SITip is created in the function make_v ert ical. The 
construction llses the points caiculatt'd in a manner similar to thost: used for the li nt' strip; 
however, additional points are needed to provide all of the verticrs for each of the trianglrs 
in the strip. Figure 60 depicts a "dose-up' of a vertical triangle SITip compared with the 
HJ<i 
line strip In the line strip representation each "'+" represents a vertex, and the line segment 
between the venict~s are the sub-segments of the line strip. These were calculated during 
subdivision dS described above. These vertices can be used directly to constlUct the line 
strip , These verticrs are also used in the rrianglt strip: howevec only in an intermediate 
step 
In the triangle strip representation the dotted center line dnd vertices represent the same 
subdivisions used in the line strip. To these vertices a distance , based un the desired 
thi ckness of the triangle strip, is added and subtracted vertically. The result is the actual 
vertices used in the triangle strip _ These vertices are then pu t into coords and the 
cumlliative number of vertices is placed in leugth_ v e c:. Note, that for every vertex in the 
line strip, two vertices are required tor the triangle strip. 
With coo!:ds and l eIlgt;,_vec acquired the pfGeoSrt is constructed llsing 
rrGS_TRlSTRIPS as the Performer primitive_ Both pfGeoSets (l ine strip and triangle 
stripj an~ tlien put in pfGeodes and added 10 the p:rrent gro up. 
E, M[NEFIELDS 
The last version of mil Ice_meas is that used for rnint:fields. 11l<~ creation of minefields 
is very similar to the creation of closoo line loops just presented with the difference being 
that minefields are constructed usi ng visible (riangle strips rather than line strips. The 
rriangle strips are horiwntal and appear as a "ribbon" placed over the terrain. The actual 
Performer StrU!.:tUJe for a minefield is the .<.implestof all the measures and since the meaSllre 
uses triangle strips there are nei ther "picking" nor "highlighting" problems. Tht: minefield 
P~rformer struc ture is shown in figure 61 
The minefield is constructed exactly as the line<lT llleasure is constructed with the 
fo llowing e,\CcptioIl3. Only the triangle strip j" constructt:d, it is v i ~ib1e, and the 
displacement used to caleulate tht: triangle vertices is horizontal rather than vertical. This 
is slightly more oifficult because the distance aoded to tht: center line is not simply up or 
down as was tht: case with the vertical strip. Rather, it is a vector component based on tht: 
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Line Snip Representation 
Triangk Strip Representation 
Figure 60: Vertical Triangle Strips 
angular heading of the line segment being represented This is solved with simple 
trigonometry and is nut presented here. One<! the vert ices have heen calculated the 
pfGeoSet. pfGeode lind pfGroup arc-. constructed using the same method as was used for the 
linear measures 
F. PICKING , DRAGGING AND DROPPING 
While previOUSly d uded to. the implementation of picking, dragging and dropping 
will now be examined . As was seen in the previous sections, many of the design 
considerations u~ed in huilding the control measures were made with picking, dragging and 
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Horizontal triangle strip in 
actual measure color 
Figure 61: Minefield Performer Structure 
dropping in mind. T he resulti ng struc tures fOT tht: measures are qui te dfectivc and 
suffici ent for neating intuitive manipUlation of control rneasurcs 
I. Picking 
A goal i rl designi ng the 'picking" system was to use the functionality provided by 
Performer. Additionally, basic "picking" functional ity was avail able ill thl: Silicon 
Graphics program Pickfty which is released for unrestricted use. By extending this 
program, the "picking" fUIl ctionalit y of the Sand Tabk was created. The functions llsed in 
"picking" arc contained in picking,cc 
The bllsic fl ow of the piCking function is as follows_ The function prepares fo r a pick 
by initializing the "pick" to lhe PerfOnller scene which is being picked from Next. mouse 
screen coordinates are normalized to world coordinates. The pick is then made and its 
results arc returned in a variable of type pfHit. This pfHit variable is then queried for the 
pfi\'ode from the scene graph which intersected the cursors normalized pOSition. The pfBit 
can also be queried for the actual geometry coordinate of the point in tIle scene where the 
mouse intersected and the path taken in the Performer scene 10 arrive at the intersecting 
pfNode. Each of these queries is used in the Sand Table. A structure, Pick, is created to 
store many of the va.riables used during "picking". The structure presented in Figure 62 
and Figure 63 is an extract of C++ wde from DoPier;. which is the function which actually 
implements the pick outlined above (code not examined has been omilted for brevity). 
F·igure 62: Pick Structure 
The func tion D::>P ie k takes 11 variable? of Iype Pick and mouse screen coordinates as 
input. TIle function then fills the pick structure as will be shown and returns a pointer to 
the node which was selected from the pick. Prior to calling the function , the Perfonner 
scene and channel against which the pick is being made are loaded into P 
p:NodeF ickSc : up initializes the pick mechanism with the 
ptuCd lCNonna l izedChJ.n xy normalizes the mouse screen coordinates to the channel 
being picked against and stores the normalized coordinates in p->p i ckX and p- >pi ck Y. 
rhese normalized coordinates are then used in p fC hanPiek to actually traverse the scene 
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Figure fd: DoPick 
graph and determine if mouse hilS hav" b""Tl n.adt If so, th"s" hits arc stored in 
l;;·i,~k2,i can then be queri"d to find \>/hat was actually picked with thc mousc hit 
is qu~ried for three values, P=")::I'I FFCHI"::'_ PO I NT and 
TheSe conespond to the pfNode whio.:h was seko.:ted, the o.:oordinate of th~ 
point on the scene g:el)mdry and the pallo Laken to the nodc_ These values are load"d in ? 
and contain the informatil)H actually by the Sand Tabk 
When a node i~ picked its path is examined to see if the pfGroup L 
jnClud~ct. If the selected node is ,t connol measure because, recalling Figure .")2, 1111 
~ontTol measures are added as children to the L pfCiroup. If a control measure 
has ben. hit., 1.1..-, pf,,\~nt. group of {hl~ measure be r(Jun,j by t.he actual 
pfNode which vms hit and following the parents DilCk to the pfGroup at the top of lhat 
particular measure. The measure is {hen highlighted in a manner appropriate for that 
measure as discussed above achieving the "hot mouse·' functionality desired. Further. 
since the par~nt pf(irollp has been ohtainetL a pointer to that group Cdn he, used a, a key \0 
find the actual PO_MEASURES_CLASS object which represents the measure in the Sand 
Table database, The pointer to the group would he eomparecl against the member po l y s 
in the PO_MEASURES_CLASS object. Thus we have ach ieved the capability of 
accessing a control measure in the clatabase via picking from th e three climensional scene 
Thi~ will serve as the basis for alllllanipulation of the controlllleasures on the Sancl Table 
The possibility also exists. that when the path is exanunlXl from a node wh ich was 
pickecl. l,---.po_ mea s was nOi picked . l bis could he any ob.ieet in the three clilllcnsional 
scene. However. this version of the Sand Table is concerned with only two possible 
Objects. The first, is a ptNode which is part of the cone tree menu. This possibili ty is 
hancl led in the same way in which control measures were handled in that the path is 
examined to find a parent. However, the path is not examined for L .. p o _ meus rather. it i ~ 
examined fOf the pfGroup L_!LenU which is the parent group for all Performer menu 
structures. TIle pat h within the Performer graph can also be followerl back to a parent group 
which will be used for a callback mechanism within the menu system. The cone tree menu 
will be cliscussed further in Section H. 
Thc other possible object, or actually Performer geometry, which is of interes t to the 
Sand Table, is the terrain itself. The PFQ:--II'l'_ PO :NT query retums the coordinates of the 
Performer geometry selected in a pfHil. Using this the Sand Table has the capabi lity to 
select a point on the terrain and obtain its coordinates via mouse i.nput from the three 
dimensional scene. This will be used durin g dragging and clropping, menu placement and 
placement of points used in the construction of lines and points. 
A SUnllnary of the Sand Table "picking" mechani sm of Do Pir:k is shown in Figure 64. 
The MENU_LEVEL elass shown in the figure has not yet been introduced; however, Ihe 
figure shows how a graphical selection gives a pointer which is used by the menu system 
Within po_funcs.cc is a function HLPi c k which actually calls Do Pi ek. Recall , that 
Dcp ic k loads a variable of type ? i ck wi th the query values of lhe pfEil. }JLPick 
processes two types of picks from DoPi e k. those being control measures (ch ildren of 
L .po.-rnea o; in Figure 64) and terrain locations. The menu system has its own fun ction. 
Terrain Geometry 
Poss ible Picking El'cnls Which May Occur. 1. Geometry (rom rneasun: is · ~ L it" with 
CUTSor . 2. Qut:ried path contains L_p o_meas . 3. Scene gfJph traced to parent group 
in PO_MEASURES_CU.SS object. 4. 
5. 6. 
Figure 64 ; Sand Table Pitking 
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menuPick, which processes picked menu icons (children of L_me!1u in Figure 64). With 
thesc valucs and mouse button values the appropriate actions are taken. 
The flow of HLP~ck resembles a fini te state machine in that the anions taken depend 
not only on the current values of the selected group and mouse button values. but also prior 
values. The state of the function can be determined by the current values of the mouse 
buttons and the values of the variables p i ckeclGrou;::>, which is the parent pfGroup 
retumed from [;c Fic '-c , and mOU Se'tiil.sDown which was the value of the mouse button the 
last time through the function. Both of these variables have the value of zero prior to enLIy 
into nLPi ck. The flow is best described in a diagram which is presentee! in Figure 65 and 
described below. 
IXlP ick is called and a variable of type Pi ck is retumed. The pfGroup is extrm;ted 
from Pick and checked 10 see if it is a control measure or terrain (logical OR). If not, the 
mouse button is checked. If depressed pic keaCroup and mo useWas Do\o.'I1 are checked. 
If pickedG.t."oup ,= 0 and mouse'flasDovm '" 1 then a measure is being dragged and the 
most recent mouse position is ignored. This would occur for example if a measure was 
bei ng dragged and it was dragged across the menu icons. Appropriately, nothing would 
happen. If a measure is not being dragged and the mouse button is depressed. the pick is 
processed e lsewhere, in the current version of the Sand Table th is processing would occur 
in men ·JFic k. If the mouse button is not depressed any "highlighting", whic h may have be 
on, is turned off and picke6.Group and mouseWasIXl',,'Il are both set to 7.CW . This would 
occur if the mouse cursor was moved off of a measure and Onto another object in the scene 
If the pfG rour selected was terrain or a control measure (logica l OR) the mousc bulton 
is again checked. If deprcssed pic kedGl.·O'.lP and mouse',\'asDO\Nl1 arc checked. lf 
pJckedGroup o and muuse'{,'dsDovm = 1 then a measure is being dragged and the 
drag is processed. lf p ic kedG roup = (} or mouse'tiasDovffi = 0 the exrracted pfGroup 
is exami.ned to determine whether it is terrain or a conn-ol measure. I f terrain, the 
coordinates of the point on the terrain are retrieved (also in Pick) and possibly used fo r 
build ing a line or point measure. This will be discussed with the cone tree menu system 
Figure 65: Flow of HLPick 
U a measure. then the pick is the initial selection of a measure to be dragged. 
p i c kedGroup is set to the extracted pfGroup and :rDuseWasDO",,'Yl is set 10 one enabling 
the measure to be dragged the next time Ei.Pick is called 
If the mouse button was not depressed and terrain or a measure were selected. 
pickedGrO"Jp and rr,ouse',..'asDo·,m are checked. If pickee.Gr oup 0 and 
ITLOlls e ',..'iisDO',>,'Yl '" 1 then a measure was being dragged and is being dropped. Tf not, then 
either terrain has been " hi t" in which case any highlighted measures are "un-highlighted" 
or a measure is "hit" and highlighted 
2. Dragging and Dropping of Control Measures 
With the "picking" capability described above the task of dragging and dropping 
control measures becomcs very straightforward. Three polymorphic member fu nctions 
within PO_MEASURES_CLASS (see Figure 21) are used in dragging and droppiTlg and 
are called from ELP i c k. ll1ese functions are movePO, r.ragUpOiitePO and drag'J'cNet 
The actual function for each derived class will he examined in the sub-sections below. 
Dragging and Dropping of Puints 
When the conditions of Figure 65 have been met for dragging a point, the 
PO_PO[NT_CLASS member function IflOV C' PO executes the drag. The function exploits 
the duplicate geometry oflhe point measure" s Performer structure actually recouping some 
of the performance cost of the redundant structure. The function TliovePO is given in Figure 
66. Referring to Figure 54 will aid in understanding mcvePO 
The function is called with the coord inates of the tcrrain at which the cursor is 
located (sec Figure 62). outToNet. is used as a flag to indicate whether or not the drag 
should be sent to the network. Both the highlighted and measure color version of the point 
geometry are selected with the pfS,_' i t::: hVa l statement so both will be rendered. The 
pfBillboard which contains the highlighted version is then translated to the point at which 
the cursor is located on the terrain. The effect is that when a point is being dragged, a point 
icon of the measme color remains in the original position of the point on the terrain, while 
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vo i d 
OJ; 
1); 
pfBboardPos (beard, 0, r. e~.pPo i nr. s) ; 
~ [ (OlltToNet) d rag TeNe r. (xpos, ypos); 
.'igure 66: movePO 
a highlight~tl puint icon is moved dynamically [Q a new point on the terrain. TIlis is updated 
each time through tht: application process and the point is moved across the terrain in real-
timt:_ Note, that the actual member values of the PO_POINT_OBJECT which actually 
detcnnine the state ot the objt:ct an~ !lot changetl during the drag 
If the drag is being sent to tile nt:twork ejrag70).let is calico. dragTo~eL is 
hasically like sendPDTJ (see page 52) with the exception that updat e}JD"J is not called anti 
tht: only part of the SP _ Le ser ireUhj e u _Va r.i an L PD[J whieh is changed is the location 
of the point. A Sand Tahle or ModSAF station receiving these PDUs treat them as normal 
with the tunction ,-,-peat e (see page 51). The result i.~ that the poim mea.~ure will move 
over terrain on the other simulator as it is being dragged un the local simulatur, depending 
on network naffie, in real time 
When the mouse button is releHscd atter dragging a point the function 
dn.gUp d.o.tePCl is calleti. The function is given in Figure 67_ The function is very similar 
void Po_ paINT_CLA SS: :drayUpc.ateFO{ fl oat xpos, flo6.t ypos, 
u s h ort outToNet J ( 
p fBboa ~'dPos(board , 0, po ints[ O] ) ; 
pinbo6.rdPos(bcard2, 0, p oi:lts [O]); 
Figure 67: dragUpdatePO 
oJ ) ; 
1); 
to move PO except that the points read from the terrain are actually put into the member 
point s which actually changes the state of the PO_POTNT CLASS object. Nen, the 
pfS'..Iitch\lal sets the swil.Ch so that only the measure colored geometry is rendered. The 
billboard locations are set to the location of poin ts as is the DCS which makes both 
representations of the point geometry and the backboard quad coincident on the terrain 
Lastly, jfthe drop is ocing sent to the network, upC.il t_ c?DlJ updates the member pdu and 
the SP _Dc';cr i beC! l) eC LVariant POU is sent to the network. 
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b. Dragging ((lid IJropping of Ljne.~ and lHinefields 
The dragging and dropping of lines and mindields use the same methods so on ly 
lines will be discussed . The dragging of lines is much more diffic ult than points for two 
reasons. The first is the difficu lty of moving lines in real time. This is due to the faci that 
constructing a line which follows the contour of the terrain must be done at every new 
posi tion. The actual construction takes a re lat ively .l arge amount of time which >'>-.'Quld be a 
noticed latency in the moving of a line. The second difficulty is that lines do not possess 
an easily manipulable pIDeS nor pfBiliboard as points do. 
The first problem is solved by using a lower resolution representation of the li ne 
when it is bein g dragged . Recall (sec Figure .')9) that when the geometry for a line is 
created, a subdivision is used to create "terrain following ·· In order to create a lower 
resolution line, the siLe of each segment is simply increased. thereby decreasing the number 
needed . If the line has a low enough resolution. the computarion is minimal and can be 
com pleted in rea l time . The trade off. which is the possibihty th at the line may intersect 
terrain. was already eluded to in Figun~ 58. This was deemed acceptable since the real time 
dragging was considered more important and the low resolution representation of Ihe line 
is only used during dragging. This solution is implemented by using a function callcd 
ma keQ·Jj c kL j n e . ~,akeQ'JickLjne creates a low resolution line which is added to the 
pfGroup pc] y s . As soon as the line is dropped the higher resolution line is again used and 
the line created by makeQu ickLLIle is removed from the scene 
The second problem is solved by saving a reference point when the li ne is first 
selected to be dragged. On subseq uent cails to l'1o'le>,O, the location of the cursor on the 
terrain is compared to the reference poi nt <l nd differences in the x and y coordinates arc 
calculated. These difference are then applied to each of the pfVec3s in p oi nt s to give the 
new point locations. These locations art~ then used by :!l..'-l keQu i ck:L.in e to construct a low 
resolution line representation wh ich is d isplaced by the correct amount. Th is is 
demonstrated in Figure 68 . '\ote that the high and low resolution lines are depicted in the 
x· y plane which is inaCCUf<lte rhe resolution is actually in the vertical plane However 
Figure 68: Dragging a Line 
this is a limitation of the figure and the point is sti ll made. The x and y diffe ren<:es art: 
depicted correctly 
Having d~scribed th~ components of movePO th~ operation of the fu nction will 
be summarizoo. The function is calkd with coordinates from the terrain. The coordinates 
arc saved as a refen:nce point. On subseq\lent calls the coordinates which are passed to the 
function are compared to the rderence point. A difference is calcula ted and is applied to 
uoint .<; and ma '<:eQuic kLine creates the low n:solution line. Anyold low resolution 1ine~ 
(from previous invocations of w()vePO) are removed from the scene. The new low 
resolution line is added to the scen e and if requi red the drag is sent to the network with 
dr0.gTol,'et. Again note, that 00 changes Jre mJde to the member functions of the 
PO_LINE_Cl ,ASS object in the drag operation. 
dragTcl\e t also presents difficulties in the draggiog of lines. This is due to the 
function up d3.t e which. upon receiving a SP_Des c ribeOD "j ect var ia:1 t PDL' for thc 
line being draggcd, builds a high resolution repre~entation of the line. To solve lhis 
problem unused field in the variant of the 
rDU is used (see Figure ll). The field is named 
_unus e::C10 and is not employed by ModSAF. (The field is named_unu s8d_ 13 for the 
minefield vllriant. (see Figure 15) The Sand Table, however. uses the fidrl to fJ~g whether 
01 not a concrol measure is bei ng dragged. The function upda t e then chl~cks the fi elrl and, 
if the measure is being dragged, constructs the measure using mFlkeCu i c kLine. Thus, 
both the lm;al and remote simulator will render the line or minefield being movcrl in real 
Lastly, when the measure is dropped, the low resolmion representatio n of the 
li ne is removed from the Performer scene graph. The difkre nce c~lcul~led from the 
reference point is actually used to mOdify the member poi n ::: s and a high resolution 
representation is creatcrl and assigned to poly s . upja t e PDU is callf"Al which in the case 
of the line and minefield also r(',sets the flag which indicates the meaSille is being dragged 
s endPDU then sends tht'" modified SF_Desc r i t eOb jec::v&riant PDU and all Sand 
Tables update the position of the measure with a high resolution representation. 
G. CONE TREE MENIJ SYSTEl\l 
The fi nal topic covered in this chapter is the cone tree rnenu system. This system was 
seC-,ll in Chapter IV in the context of building points and lines on the Sand Table. This 
se<:lion is a more detailed cxamination of the menus and examines their actual design and 
functionality. The menu is depicted below in Figure W. 
The menu is designed to be placed on terrain at any location desired by the user. The 
menu is intenrled to be an '" are~ ot interes( tool meaning that it can be placed in the area 
C_I~7 
Figure 69: Cone Trtt Menu 
where the user is doing work on the Sand Table. This can be contrasted to the classic 
window style menu system in which the user must take his attention out of the scene, 
manipulate the menu and then return to the scene. The menu can also be dragged over the 
terrain or collapsed from view offerin g the user great flexibility to quickly position the 
menu where it is useful, yet not obscuring mort: important parts of the Sand Table 
The menu consists of two major components which are intercon nected. 111cse 
cumponents are the graphica l representation of the menu and the callback mechanism for 
the icons. The menu consists of the dass MENU_LEVEL which is defined in menu,ce. 
The menu itself is literally a depiction of the Performer graph itself. By e;(amining the 
prototype for MENU_LEVEL along with a "dissected" com~ tree menu the close 
correlation is quickJy seen and the menu can be understood more quickly. The prototype 
is given in Figure 70 and the "dissected' menu is presented in Figure 6<) 
p fVec3' p a i ne s; 
i n t m,m('ilils. rcl l ; 
i n c chi l ciNU:IIDcr ; 
HEllU_L2VEL ' nextLcve l [~iAX •. :::;;ILDREN] ; 
~lENU_LEVEL · prcvl.ousLcvc l; 
f,oat curr,l<.ot a ticn ; 
v'~ id a d dMenu Child(t<1aTJ_LEVEL ' ch i ld); 
Figure 70: MENll_LEVEL Class 
The diagram shows the structure for one level in a cone tree menu, The actual 
Performcr nodes are shown as well as their cQrresponoing member names, When 
examining the Pelfonner structure, the diagram is aClually up~ide down, with the members 
al the bottom of the diagram being the parents oflhose nodes located liightr in tht diagram, 
Al the base of ea<:h mcnu level is that ]evd's roo t whieh is a pIDeS. In tilt case of the 
low~st menu level. tile root serves 10 position and move the rn~n u on the vu-tu~.1 terrain 
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Figure 71: Dissected Cone Tree Menu 
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By translating this DeS , the menu Cdn Ix: positi ollt~d at any coordinate. pIDeSs in higher 
menu lev els serve to place the root at the correct re/alivt' position of the conc structure. The 
lowest level rOOI is also the node which is attached to ::"~menu which is the base uf lhe menn 
which is attiu.:hed to the rest of the NPSNET Performer scene graph (sec Figure 64) 
next Leve l Group is the next node in the menu tree. nex t LevelGroup is also the 
result of a Performer limitation. The desired func tionality of the node was to control which 
of Ih(". child ren groups above next Le ve l Group would be displayed. This fllnctionality 
secrm".d perfenly suited to a pfSwitch node which allow the sclcnivr choosing of nodes to 
be rendered. The difficulty arose with Perfunnn's inability to "pick" through a pfSwitch 
during the graph rraversal, the exact abi lity which is needed in the menu, The icons must 
be able to be queried with a pfHit so tlley can be located and the correct menu action can 
be carried out. 
The solu tion was 'H~xr.Leve lCroup which is not a pfSwitch; rather, it is an ordinary 
pfGroup which is used to simulate a switch. This is accomplished with the function 
s J..mSvil.t.c h which uses the Performer fundions pfAddChild. pfGetChild and 
pfRemoveChild to selectivdy add and remove children from the nextl .eve lGroup 
pfGroup. The function is calkd wi th an integer parameter and can display all of its 
children, none of its children or selected children 
The childrcn added to nexlLeve lGr oup arc leftGrou;). r iyht Grollp, 
c.o\·mGrcup, nodeGroup and ro ,-- aLeOCS . lef:Gr oup, I ightGroup, dU ... 'IC'::-Oll;> and 
nodeG.r oll[J each have a "pickable" icon associat.ed with them. l e fLGroup and 
r igi'.r Gcoup fotate the next higher cone tree level. dmmGroup collapses the next higher 
cone tree level. TiocleG.::-oup is the actual icon for the chosen level. When selected it may 
expand the menu by a ile l~vd (if not the t~rrnillator) and will execute a function appropriate 
to the desired functiollality of the icon. Th~ graphicaJ structure of the icons is the same a~ 
for point control measures (see Figure 54) and is constructed in the same manner. However, 
diffn~Tl1 fllnctions are used to actually create th~ structures rhe~ functions are 
m::keFi.c kahle'fr:'Stl i p and makeP ic kaLl eLnStrip which, as the names imp ly, 
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make a triangle strip and a line strip which can be "picked" and "highlighted" with the 
cursor using the SIn/Clure of Figure 54. Both functions read vertices from files as did 
make_meas (see page 95). The functiom arc contained in the file menu_funes.cc. 
In addition to the graphical structure of the icons, each icon has an associated callback. 
These callbacks give the menu all of its functionality, The callbacks are implemented by 
llsing pf1lserData. pfUserData is a Performer fum:tion which allows the program.mer to 
associate a pointer to !"lata. with a Performer node. In the case of the menu system, a pointer 
to a call back structure is assigned to the parent pfGroup of an icon's graphical structure. 
The callback structure used in the Sand Table is depicted in Figure 73 and the function 
Figure 72: Ca llback Siructure 
which assigns callbacks to nooeS,a s ;;i gnCB , is given in Figure 72. This function is 
contained in po_funcs.cc. 
The callback structure contains a pointer to a func tion, func tion, which takes a 
MENU_LEVEL pointer as a parameter. This is the actual function which will he caJlefi 
when the icon is selected. The MENU_LEVEL pointer is passed to give access to the menu 
sO'ucture for menu expansion or menu collapse. node Le vel is a pointer to that actual 
menu level. Lastly, user Data can contain a pointer to any pie!.:e of data which can then 
be used by f unct ion. The allows maximum flexihility in what action the !.:allback 
actually executes. assignC'B simply allocates storage for a new callback and loads the 
callback with the values sent by the parameters. Lastly, using pfUscrOata.. the pointer to 
callBack' grou p CB; 
groupCB -
ptlJs c r Data (nod"" grcupCB I; 
Figure 73: ass i gnCB 
the callback is associated with the actual Performer node which would bt: graphically 
pio:.:ked. 
CaUbaek operation can now be summarized. Pirst, a piCkabk piect: of the menu is 
selected with the cursor. The path is queried to see if it contains (see Figure 64) L_menu. 
If so the Periormer path is traced to the parent pfGroup of the icon S[fucture. From this 
pfGroup a poi.nter to the callback structure is extracted. From the callback structure the 
function to be oecmed uses the pointer to the applicable menu level for menu manipulation 
and user data for any other actions carrit:d out hy the function. This "picking" and l·allback 
functiouality is executed from rnenuPick which was mentioned during the examination of 
picking 
Continuing with the smlCture of the menu, .::otatcDCS will be exami ned. 
;:JtateDCS enahle the cone branches and the icons located on the end of them to rotate 
like (I ·· tJ/.Y susan·'. This allows the user to spin the varying levels of th("", menu to give an 
uncluttered view of the rlesired icons. rotCl'ceI',("S ·s Ollt: child is edgesGrou,:> which 
o:.:ontains the graphical branches as well as the root nodes from the higher menu levels 
Children are added to the menu using the member function 30di-lermChild. 
Wh~n a menu level is pass~d to add'·:ennChild the member mxnCh.i ldren is 
examlned to detennine how many (;hildren have been added to that leveL From the number 
of children the relative position for each chi ld icon is (;alculated. Using .~oot. each child 
m~HU level is Hanslatl;":d to its appropriate location for that leveL Lastly, two line strips, onl;": 
white and one highlighted, are (;onstructed to actually represent the branch. Both the 
bran(;hcs and th~ child i(;ons are then put into thc edgesGruup pfGroup of the parent menu 
level 
Having described th (;"". (;omponents of the menu, its construction (;an now be described 
in full. Note theiT are two constructors for the MENU_LEVEL class. The f irst two 
parameters arc the sallie for ~ach constructor. The fi rst parameter is rhe pfGroup at the 
base of the MENU_LEVEL being created, which will be assigned to nodeGroup in the 
constructOf. I'his pfGroup is created with ma .":e?ickableTr i Str i p Of 
makeP ickableLnS trip prior to theconstructOf. The second parameter is a pointer TO the 
callback functio n for the n<:JceGroup icon. The third parameter, only present in the second 
constructor, is used to pass any user da ta which is used by the nodeGroup 'S callback 
Within th~ constructor the l e itGr<:Jup and rightCroup icons are made with 
makePickableTriStrip and are assigned callhacks which rotate rotateDCS 
d:Y<flIGroup 's icon is similar ly created and a callback which collapses the menu is assigned 
to the icOIL edgesGcoup is created and is added as a chi ld of rot at e DCS. ~'-dgesGroup 
is an empty pfGroup at this time since no ch i.l dr~n have been added. The pfGroups are next 
added to nextLcvelGroup. Lastly, simSWi t ch is called so that only nodeGr: oup is 
r~ndt""Tl;":d. 
The entire menu is c reated only once and its subsequent display is controlled by 
manipulating n extLevelCroup. \Vhen the menu is first initialized the entire structure is 
built. The proced ure in the proceeding paragraphs is followed for each menu level and 
addMen'-'.2hi ld is used to add chi ld m~nu lev~ls to par~nt levds. When the lowest level 
of th~ menu is cn",ated sj mSwi lc h is ust""{] to " turn on" all of the groups which are children 
of nex tLeve l Gr8G.p which results in the menu shown in Figure 6'1. Note, tha t the 
children menu levels display on.l y their nodeGI0up. At this time if t.he l e t tGIDup or 
r i ghtG r·ol.lp icons arc selennl they will rotate l::" o:::ateOCS and maintain thl:: amount of 
rotation in the MENU_LEVEL member cumRo t ar .. : on. If d0',,'EG r oup is selected . 
s imS".-Ji :ch removes all groups from nex:::LevelGroup of the lowest menu level 
If a child icon is select.ed. the appropriatc callhack is called and thc menu is expanded 
by calling simSwitch to "WIn on" a ll oft.he groups in the member npx~. L2ve l Group for 
the chi Ld menu level. The chosen icon is highlighted in the same manner point Illcasures 
are and the highlighted color of the branch is chosen. Again note. that the newly expanded 
Illenu level only displays its nodeG r oup. An example of the concepts described above is 
shown in Figure 74 and fi gure 75 . 
H. SUMMARY 
This chapter has presented the design and implementation of the graphical structures 
used in the Sand Table. An overvicw of the desired functionality wa~ given. The actual 
Performer structure for each of the control measures was given as well as discussion as to 
why particu lar stmctures were chosen. The processes used to "'pick"' objects and tcrrain 
from the Sand Table: scene were also discussed. The methods Ilsed in the dragging and 
dropping of mcaSUJCS were examined. Lastly, the actual structure and implementation of 
the cont: tree menu structure was specified 
J2') 
lao Menu Placement 
Menu built. Lowest level 
ncx'L~"el"w'm displays all 
children 
r.extLev e l G,:: ouIJ displays only 
noc1eGrou p . lb. rigbtGroup 
leon Chosen, rot at e DCS rotated. 
2. Build Point Icon Selected, 
Icon is highlighted as point measure, 
branch highlight color is switched. 
Child's n e xt LevelGroup display.~ 
all children. 
]. Cuordinating Puint leon 
Selected. 
Same as 2. 
Figure 74: Actions in Menu Expansion 
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4. downGr oup Ico n C hosen. 
nextLevelGroup removes all 
children except nodeGroup. Icon 
normal color restored, branch no 
longer highl ighted Resulting 
5. leftGroup Icon Sel(:(: led 
rotateDCS rotated 
Fi gure 75 : Actions in Mcnu Expansion(Continued) 
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VI. WEAPON FLIGHT PATH VISUALIZER 
A. INTRODUCTION 
l\1otivat.ion 
I he puqJOse of the Sand Table in the virtual environment is to visualize aspects of 
battle planning which have not been available in previous paradigms. Thus far. the effort 
presented has focused on the rendering, managemelltand manipulation of control measures 
on the virtual terrain. However, the concept of ab,\trac/ visualizmion can additionally be 
appl ied to othrr areas of interest in battlefield planning. One of rhcse areas is that of 
visualizing weapons' trajectories. Of kry interest to the military planner are the spatial 
relat ionships of weapons' fires over the terrain. Put more simply. the commander would 
benefit by seeing where in space bullet;;. artillery and mortar rounds are fl ying 
rhis is of crucial importance to a military conunander on the modem battlefield where 
there is increasing empha~i s on maneuver wanarc. Simply put, in a modern battle many 
lypes of weapons will be used in concen to create ot synrrgy of weapons dfectiveness. For 
example, attack helicopters may be lIsed in close proximity to artillery firing, hoth of which 
are supporti ng an infantry advance. The benefit is the aforementioned synergistic dfect 
Conversely, the danger in employing weapons in such a manner is the possibility that 
friendly units (;ould come under fire from weapons of friendly forces. Extending th~ above 
example. the attack helicopters could fly through the weapons trajectories of the artillery 
cTeating di~astrOllS effects 
rhe solution to these dangers has always been meticulous coordination belw~en un ilS 
to ensure deconf1iction between units. However. this process has been conduc ted by usi ng 
milps and overlily~ with weapons ranges and directions of fi re_ Additionally, altit udes of 
weapons traJcctorie~ arc well understood; however, when applied in the area of weapons ' 
decQnflietion Ihe altitudes of weapons are given as altitude' blocks" for the planner to 
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correctly interpret. The true three dimensional aspect of a weapon being fired is 10S1 ano 
left to the ability of planners and participants to correctly visualize the weapons, Decisions 
concerning "close calls" usually err towards a more safe choice to avoid possible conflict: 
however, when a safer choice is made the synergistic effects of closely coordinated 
weapons' fires may be reduced. 
The problem presents itself as an excellent candidate for visualilation on the Sand 
Table in the virtual environment. Weapon~ flight paths can be visualized over the actual 
terrain the weapons are being fired. Much of the interpretati on concerning the actual flight 
paths is eliminated giving pl anners a common frame of reference. While physics prevents 
knowing exactly where every round fired will go, a physically based, graphically visualized 
representation of weapons' fires can beneficial in the coordination between friendly units. 
Returning to the above example, if atwck helicopters could actually ·'see" where ar tillery 
was firing, the helil.:opter crews CQuid sUl.:cessfully avoid friendly the, while at the same 
time conducting tllciT own missions in very close proximity to the artillery trajectories, 
thereby , allowing a more concentrated attack on a potential target. Additionally, such a 
visualization when applieo to enemy weapons, can give a commander insight on 
vulnerabilities to his units which previously had to be interpreted from enemy weapons 
positions. TIlis previous interpretation is dependant on the commanders sbll and 
expencnce 
2. Approach 
The approach taken was to implement a weapon's flight path visualizer in NPSNET 
What this entails is the user lxing able to select a specific type of weapon and place it on 
the virtual ten-ain. The user will thrn select an <lrca of flre where the weapon will be used. 
For example, an artillery piece will be given a range of bearings over which the weapon 
will rraverse and a range of elevations over which the weapon will be elevated when fired 
Once the are<l of coverage is selected, the user will then select any other parameters which 
wil l have an effect on the path of the projectile, sueh as gun propellant or charge strength 
The trajectories of the weapon will then be visualizcd over the NPS)\'ET tc rra in. fi gure 76 
User Chooses Are,\ of Cov~rage 
Figure 76 : Weapon 's Trajcetol"}" Visuali.:ation 
illustrates the desired visualization. 
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B. BALLISTICS BOX 
1n order to accomplish the desired functionality , a Performer structure very similar to 
the cone tree menu is construc ted. The stmcture will be rcierred to as the hullistics b()x 
The functionality of the ballistics box wiU tirst be discussed followed by a description of 
the impkmentation. 
1. Ballistics Box Functionality 
Recalling the cone tree menu system , a base level icon depicting a parabola was 
present. When thi~ icon is chosen the menu expands to the level shown in Figure 77. Each 
Figure 77: Expansion of Menu to Terminator 
of the icons at the expanded level represent different weapons systems which are shown in 
Figu re n. A weapon icon is selected and expanded to the te rminator. When the terminator 
is ~elected the cone tree menu disappears and is replaced with the ball ist ics box shown in 
F igure 79. llle ojX.ration of the ball istics box is very similar to that of the cone cree menu 
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Figure 79: BALL_BOX Menu 
one of the two top icons. In tile case of the hall is tics box there is no deck mark terminator 
R;;th ~r, the "fan" a nd "line tan" icons serve as terrninator~. Vo' hen one of the,e is selected , 
the ballistics box disappears and the actual trajectory paths are displayed over the terrain as 
either three dimensional "fans" or a set of li nes which represent the possible projecti le 
fli ght paths 
The "rays" of the ballistic, box are themselves selectable and can be rotated. The 
lower set of arrow icons rotate the selected rays. Although only onc "ray"' is selected a t a 
time. its matching pair is also rotated. For example. if thr lower right "ray" were selected 
and the left arrow icon was sdectcd, both the lower and upper right rays would rotate 
Similarly. if thr up arrow were chosen both the lower right ano lower left "rays" would be 
elevated. The limits of rotation arc the actual degree limitations for the chosen weapon 
Operation of the ballistics box are summariled in Figmc 77 and Gigure 77. 
2, TrajcclOQ' Visuali7.ation 
As was described above, either a fan or lines are used to represent the possibk flight 
paths of the weapons projrctile. The actual flight paths are calculated using a physically 
based fourth order Runge·Kutta method. Once the user selects the terminator, the paths at 
various incremental angles of elevation and traversal arc calculated . Input into the physical 
model are the elevation angle of firing. the angular heading of the weapon and the muzzle 
velocity of the weapon . The pointS obtained from the Runge-Kutla are theo e ither made 
into li ne strips or triangle strips depending on the user preference. The currrnt physical 
model of the trajectories is not very accurate; however. the emphasis was OIl the 
visualization and a more accurate modd can easily be employed at some later time 
Line strips are constructed by using the points provided by the Runge· Kutt.adirectly in 
the constructi on of a li ne strip primitive pfGeoSet. The construction of the fans is 
accomplished using triangle strips. The trajectory is displayed for several angular 
e.kvations. At each elevation the left and right traversal limits are used as vertices in the 
construction of the triangle strip. This is shown in an overhrad two dimensional view of a 
fan in figure R2 
3. Ballistics Box Design and Implementation 
H(lving discussed the (lC I11(lj func tionality (lnd typical operatiun of the b(llJistics box, 
thr actual dr~ ign and implementation of the ballistics box will 110W be examined. The 
ballistics box is im plemented using the c lass BALL_BOX which is contained in the file 
I. Ray Selected. 
Selected ray is now capable of 
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2. Right Arrow is Selected. 
Lower Right and Upper Right 
"rays" are rotated around center 
User positions as desired 
3. Up Arrow Selected . 
Lower Right and Lower Left 
"rays"elevated User positions 
as desired 
4. Fan Display Chosen. 
Trajectories will be 
displayed as fans. Shown in 
5. 
Figu re 80: Operation of Ballisl.ics Box 
5. Trajectory Fans. 
Weapon's possible tujectories 
are depicted as fans. 
6. Line Dis play Chosen. 
Trajectories will be displayed as 
lines. Shown in 7. 
7. Trajectory Lines. 
Weapon's possible trajectories are 
displayed as lines. 
Figure 81: Operation of Ballistics Hox(Continued) 
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Figure 82: Trajectory Fan Triangle Strip 
po_ball.cc Th~ impkm~ntatlon of the ballistics box will be presemed in the same way in 
which the cone tree menu system was presented in Cllapter V. that being C++ code and a 
dissected diagram of the ballistics box. The C+.+. code is presented in Figure S3 and the 
dissected hallistics box is presented in Figure 77. 
Th~ structure of the building box actually contains a MENU _LEVEL class object. A 
different menu is made for each type of weapon selected from the com; tree menu and the 
type of menu to be used is set in the terminator callback fro m the co ne tree menu. In Figure 
77 the top portion of the ballistics box class is shown to actually IK II menu. Recalling the 
structure of MENU_LE VEL (see Fi gure 70) the base of the menu's Performer structure is 
claGs Bl\ T"L_ 30X( 




Figure 83: BALL_BOX Class 
a plDeS named roc:>t. 10 the case of the ballistics tX))C the menu's root is simply lIsed to 
place the menu in the correct relative position, Also includtXI is the proper iwn for the 
chosen weapon . The menu 's roo t is then added as a child to the ballistics box's rClot 
which as a piDeS is lISed to correctly position the ballist ics box on the terrain. Again. note 
the menu's terminators. There is no reason why a terminator has to be a particular icon, 
rather the actions of selecting an icon are wholly dependant on the associated callhack 
lO\>lRigh'_CC:S, upRighLOCS, upLeftDCS and lowLoftDCS each contain a pfGeode 
which contains the geometry fur each ufthe four "rays" in the hallistics box. Each pfGeode 
is constructed with the fun ction ma keArrov.'Geo which conStructs a "ray' using a triangle 
r i ghtGroup 
,'. ' , 
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Figure 84: Dissected Ballis tics Box 
''3 
strip_ The pfG eodes are actually 3D cylinders and are constructed by reading in vertices in 
a way similar to make_meas (see page 100). However. the redundant Perfonncr 
structure (see Figure 54) requircd for a point measure arc not required for the "rays" 
Rather. only one pfGeode is constructed. Since it is not in a pfBiliboard, not below a 
pfSwitch and not constructed of lines, it can be picked and high lighted using Perfomer 
functions. 
Once the pfGeodes are constmcted they are put in the appropriate pfDCSs which 
enable the rays to be traversw and elevated. Last ly, a callback is assigned to the "rays" in 
the same manner callbacks were assigned to menu icons (see page 126). The callback 
highlights the ray (using Performer highlighting) and sets the variable currenr.(see Figure 
83), c u rrent contains the ray which is currently being hi ghlighted and manipulated. 
downGroup, upGroup, rightGroup and leftGroup are ('".ach pfGroups and are 
constructed and assigned callbacks (see page J 26) in the same manner in which the cone 
tree arrows arc constructed. They are assigned callbacks which traverse or elevate the 
se lected ray which is contained in curre n t. The callback checks which ray is being 
manipulated and which action is being done to that ray. Recalling that when rays are 
moved they move as pairs, the callback fi nds the appropriate two pfDCSs and rotates them 
by an amount contained in the members cu.r.RotLeft, cumRotRighr., c u wBotUp or 
CUl IlRotLow. Each of these !l1Cmbers contains the accumulative rotations of tht: ray 
pfDCSs. One additional member, spreCid, contains the angular spread between the rays. 
This is used to ensure that the rays cannot spread greater than the allowed traversal of the 
weapon and to ensure that " negativt: traversal" docs not occur, for example the lower left 
ray being rotated further right than the lower right ray. Lastly, each of the above pfGroups 
and pfDeSs art: added as children 10 r oot. 
An overview of the BALL_BOX implementation can now be given. After selecting 
the trajectory visualizer from tht: cOile tree menu system the BALL_BOX graphical 
structure of Figure 77 is placed on the terrain by translating root to the conect position. 
The user then selects a ray, which executes a callback which highlig hts the ray and sets it 
as cc.rrent. "lex!, a BALL_BOX menu aITow is chosen, whj(;h by callback rotates th e: 
appropriate ray's pfDeS. When the rays have been positioned as desired, the terminator 
from the menu portion of Ihe BALL_BOX is selected which by callback. collapses the 
menu, and calculates and displays the trajectories 
C. SUM MARY 
This chapter has examined the visualization of weapons rrajc(;tories The motivation 
for doing the vi,ualization was di!«:ussed. [t was shown how the trajectory visualizer is 
se lec ted from tht: tone tree menu. An operational overview was given for the ballj ~ti cs box 
tooL The actual visualization of the traJcctorit:s was discussed . Lastly, the implementation 





The Sand Table was constructed and rullS Oil the most current version of NPSNE'I 
TV.S. The system is currently funct ional with the current version of ModSAF which is 
ModSAF IS To mn the system NPSNET is started a.-; normaL The Sand Table system 
can run using any terrain datahase which is CUITently availabk to ModSAF and NPSNET. 
Any number of Sand Table or ModSAF statiolts can bl: brought up with the PO Protocol 
"handshaking" being successful. The only user coordination needed is for the users of 
ModSAF statiulls to select the "NPSNET" overlay. There wa~ no way to select this overlay 
remotely from the Sand Table and the mosllhc Sand Tablccould do was to notify ModSAF 
of the overlay's exi~tcnce. After this overlay is selected all measures constmcled on either 
the ModSAF station or the Sand Table will fu nction. Measures constructed on any stat.ion 
will be displayed remotely on any other station. Measures constmctcd on a Sand Tahle will 
be correctly maintained by ModS.A.F. Measures <.:reall;":d on ModSAF can be updated hy any 
Sand Table station 
The cone trl;":e menu system can be positioned on the terrain as shown in Figure 8S 
From the menu measures can be built and placed on the terrain. Tn this case a point ml;":asure 
is under construction. figurl;": 86 depicts a contact point and a coordinating point placed 
on Fort Benning Tcrrain. These measures could havc been conslructed using the cone Irl;":l;": 
menu system. Alternatively. the measures could havc been created at remote stations. They 
will appear on thc local Sand Table and can be manipulatl;":r./ in realtime. Figurc 87 shows 
a minefield which was crl;":aled Oil a ModSAF station as rendered on the Sand Table. 
Additionally , therl;": arc severa) point measures and a basc level cone tree menu. Also note 
the tank and helicopter present. This demonstrates that all of the pre-existing functionality 
of NPSNET is still available. Figun: 88 shows the same minefield aftt"T having been 
Figure 85 : Cone Tree Menu Placed on F'ort Renning Terrain 
'" 
Figure 86: Point Control Measures on Fori Denning Terrain 
'" 
Figure 87: ModSAF Minefield Placed on Range 400 Terrain 

dragged and dropped. The changes were then hroadeast to the ModSAF station which 
reflected the change in position. As the minefield was being dragged it was represented 
with a low resolution model which enables the drag 10 occur in real time. 
Linear control measures can also be huilt on the Sand Table. Figure 89 shows an open 
line being built. The cone arrows represent where the line's prospective points are placed. 
The cone arrows or the entire line can be dragged and dropped as it is being constructed, 
Fi gure 90 shows the line after construct ion is complete. 
Similarly, Figure 9 1 shows a closed line loop being constructed on Range 400. Note, 
that the lines are terrain following. Figure 92 shows the line loop after construction is 
complete. Al so in Figure 92 is another line created on the Sand Table using a different 
color. 
Lastly, the Sand Table implemented the weapon's trajectory visualizer. Figure 93 
shows the weapon's trajectory visualizer tool being selected from the cone tree menu 
system. In Figure 93 a mortar is being selected from the cone tree menu, Figure 94 shows 
the ray s which represent the desired elevation ~md traversal of the mortar. Lastly, Figure 
95 shows the fans actuall y representi ng the projectile flight paths, 
B. FUTURE WORK 
The Sand Tahle in the virtual environment succeeded in implementing a system to aid 
in t.he visualization of abstract measures during military planning. This was the first effort 
in implementing a Sand Table and the possibili ties for future work are promising. The 
Sand Table provided an architecture which is very extensible. Listed below are areas in 
which further work on the Sand Table may prove beneficial 
I. More Robust Measure Representation 
The current Sand Table represents three different types of point control measures. This 
should be increased to depict all inclusive variety of military point symbology. Similarly, 
linear mea~ures are able to be represented by varying thickness and color of lines; however, 
only one style of line ean be represented. The Sand Tahle should he extended to represent 


Figure 91: Closed Line Lool) Constructed On Range 400 
a more inclusive set of mil itary linear measures. Additionally, a:o;es of advance and 
helibomc axes of advance shou ld be able to be d isplayed. Last ly. the minefi elds should 
have a variety of sLyles and representations. 
ligure 92: Closed Line Loop After Construction 
2. Extended Planning Capabilities 
The Sand Table can represent measures on the Tcrrain; yet, it cannot build a complete 
battle plan and execute the plan. The Sand Table should be extended to util ize more of 
ModSAF's capabilities concerning the semi-autonomous management of forces. In the 
(utun: the users should be able to construct a plan and see units moving over terrain with 
n:spt::t:l to the control measun::'i which were laid down. The current Sand Table can render 
entities on the hattleficld as was seen with the tank and heli(;upter in the above figures; 
huwever, these units are other :\PSNET station.'; simulating vehicles. Their moveulI:nts arc 
alJ in real time and they are single vehicles. The planning capability required in the Sand 
Table dictatt::s a nt::ed for a user to he ahle to plan the movements of entire units. Tht:: UStr 
should then be able play ba(;k plans and make modirications 
With this planning t:apabiJity, the user should be able to view the units as military 
symbology or as the actual vehicles and equipment which comprise the units. Purther, the 
user should be able to select and change how the units are depicted. For example a tank 
platoon should be able 10 be rcpre~ented a~ the symbol for a tank platoon or the acrnal tanks. 
This planning ability should also include the creation and task.ing of units from the eone 
tree menu system. 
3. Additional Object Creation and Manipulation 
While th!: Sand Tabk can create. drag, and drop control measures, the capability to 
drag additional objects should be created. For example, th!: user should he able to create a 
truck or pile of debris and plae!: it on the terrain. These objects should then be abk to oc 
dragg<;:d and dropped as control measures are and their movements should be networked as 
are the control measures. 
"" 

Additionally, entities on the battlefield 'should he able to be dragged and dropped. For 
example, the tank or helicopter in the above figures should be able to be selected and moved 
to another location . This has not existed in prior versions of NPSNET because such 
movement does not make sense in regards to vehicle simulation and game play. It does 
make sense in rehearsal for example, when a commander may decidc in the middle of a 
battle that a vchicle or unit may be effective in another location. Dragging would provide 
this capability. Note. that this drdgging would entail much more effort than the Sand Table, 
bccause not only would PO Protocol being used, but thc vehicles arc actual DIS enti ties and 
would have to be moved using the DIS Protocol. 
4. Display Research 
The Sand Table is current ly displayed on normal workstation monitors. Other display 
technologies should be examined. These include conducting planning with head mounted 
displays or the "workbench" display used by researchers in Germany. See "Medical 
Visualization" on page II. Additionally, stereoscopic applications should be examined 
with consideration given to different mouse cursor possibilities 
5. Distant Research 
While the future work presented above is immediately possihle, future work further 
down the road should also he considered. Such work would include a real time current 
operations version of the Sand Table. The currcnt version of the Sand Table allows 
planning or training in the virtual world. In the future, the Sand Table could be the display 
system of what was actually occurring in the real world. For example, during a hattie the 
commander could "view" the battle being fought via a virtual environment. The virtual 
environment would be provided with data from the real world. The commander would be 
able to achieve a vicwpoint of the battle from a perspective never before seen. A potential 
danger in this application would be in representing the real world incorreetly in the virtual 
world. However. the display could provide a means of presenting a large amount of 
information which commanders already deal with and are currently organizing and 
visualizing in tll<::ir ht:ad~ 
La~tly. tllt: Sand Tabl.: conct:pl could be the ba~i~ for an augmented reality ~y~tem for 
actual unit~ in the fidel. Graphical displays could be projt:cted on a helmet mounted di~play 
indicating cOUlrol meaS\lrt:~ For aampk a pilol could "scc" the route he was assigned to 
f1y superimposcd over tht: physical tt:rrain. Additionally, he cou ld "st:e" and avoid 
weapons trajectories which would again be superimposed on physicallerrain. 
C. SUMl\.-1ARY 
The Sand Tablt: was implemented successfully It is "up and running" and is under 
current Nf>SNET configuration managemcnt. It accomplished many of the goals of 
visualizing abstract military data. It is nctworked and provides intuitive visual ization and 
manipulation of control measures on vinuaJ terrain. Thc Sand Table is agood starting point 
for future development and provides an easily extensible architecturt: for such efforts. 
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